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E D ITO R S ' N OTE 

Special Topic: Queer Pater Studies 

HIS ISSUE of The Pater N ewsletter concentrates on the special 

topic of queer Pater studies not because a queer theory of Pater has 

yet to be written; nor becau se such existing work in this field has 

been marginalized or ignored; nor because its cause needs championing within 

a larger field ofliterary studies that has somehow not yet caught on. The various 

textual "outing[s] of Walter Pater," indeed, are so persuasive that it is hard to 

imagine there was ever a time when he was not "out."1 It is hard to imagine, 

in other words, that readers of his richly strange and emphatically erotic prose 

could ever have overlooked its intricate but explicit and ubiquitous "queerness." 

The extent to which the field of Pater studies has achieved a critical consensus 

on the fact of that queerness is a great measure of its success. It is time for The 

Pater Newsletter to devote an issue to the special topic of queer Pater studies 

precisely because of this success. 

Thus in 2007 we can agree that queer Pater studies have reached a second 

stage - or have gone beyond a second stage (see Evangelista and Denisoff) 

- thanks to those scholars who have made it possible to assume, to a certain 

extent, Pater's queer commitments.2 Yet the implicit progressivism of this 

narrative is misleading for at least two reasons. First, it suggests that the raw 

data, so to speak, of Pater's queerness have been fully excavated, compiled, and 

accounted for. Second, it implies that we have now fully determined what we 

are talking about when we say "queer Pater studies." 

Certainly the term "queer" has assisted and opened up our inquiry, 

establishing a more capacious field {see Love). However, this new lens has 
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made it quite clear that there is no consensus - nor should there be - on 

what exactly constitutes Pater's queerness or the queerness of his texts. Surely 

we want to focus our attention on an imaginative sense of the fact, and 

on the multiplicity of senses in which the Paterian text might seem queer. 

Thus we must open with a qualification. H aving established a biographical, 

bibliographical, thematic, even philosophical basis for the queerness readable 

everywhere in Pater's works, we are far from determining what it all means -

and far, too, not incidentally, from articulating fully what it means for us to 

notice "it."1hese are central questions not just for queer Pater studies, but for 

the future of Pater studies as such. 

Megan Becker-Leckrone and Carolyn Williams 

NOTES 

1 Billie Andrew lnman's groundbrcaking essay, "Estrangement and Connection: Walter Pater, 
Benjamin Jowett, and William M. Hardinge," in Pater in the 1990s. Ed. Laurel Brake and Ian Small 
(G reensboro, NC: ELT P, 1991), 1-20. William Shuter protested in "The 'Outing' of Walter Pater," 
Nineteenth-Century Literature, 48.4 (1994), 1-20. 

2 We may assume these commitments thanks to scholars such as Linda Dowling, Richard Dellamora, 
and Ellis f-!anson, to name just a few of the many whose work will be cited in the essays that follow. 
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BOO K REVIEWS 

Les l ey Higgi n s 

A Not-So Alien Gothic 

O'MALLEY, PATRICK. CATNOLJCISM, SEXUAL D EVIANCE, AND VICTORIAN GOTJJJC 

C ul.TUR£. CAMBRJDGE: CAMB RIDGE UP, 2006. 279 rr. 

H E CAPACIOUS T ITLE of this informative book, Catholicism, 

Sexual Deviance, a11d Victorian Gothic Culture is only partially 

correct. A s Patrick O'Malley carefully explicates, "the language and 

imagery of Gothic comes to be the most significant discursive medium for 

the production, exploration, and d issemination" of how religious and sexual 

deviances arc "inextricably linked" (3), how the term "perversion" shifts in 

meaning from a "notion of religious violation to one of sexual transgression" 

(5). O'Malley accomplishes this daunting task by perceptively reassessing 

a broad range of texts: novels primarily, but also polemical tracts , political 

cartoons, newspaper articles, and reviews. (He also anticipates the reader's 

regret that "a poetic Gothic" is overlooked.) At the same time, he adeptly 

discusses the vexed political and social construction of "Catholics" in the 

nineteenth-century Protestant English imagination, and ongoing theological 

and cultural controversies such as the "Real Presence" of Christ in the eucharist 

and auricular confession. As a result, works by Ann Radcliffe, "Monk" Lewis, 

Charles Marnrin,John Ruskin, Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Bram Stoker, O scar 

Wilde, and Thomas Hardy are understood in the context of"such events as the 

Oxford Movement, the 'Papal Aggression,' the Catholic Relief Acts, [and] the 

Universit ies Tests Act " (201). 
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The book's project is fundamentally three-fold. Updating and expanding 

the definition of the Gothic (a "phobic genre" that "deploys a rhetoric of 

and rationalization of fe ar" [26]) is crucia l, so that the multifaceted 

politics of gender, sexual difference, and class are rendered cons ti tutive 

rather than accidental. Connecting the "epistemological instab ility of the 

Gothic" to notions of rel igious and sexual t ransgression is al so paramount. 

Demonstrating how and why the Gothic comes "home" is one of the book's 

most important contributions. As O 'Malley suggest s, thi s movement 

from "foreign alterity to haunted domesticity" (13 3) in G othic-inflected 

or obsessed texts plays a crucial role in the construction of an Engl ish 

national identity in the nineteenth century. 

The only readers sure to be disappointed in the book are those hoping 

to understand Walter Pater's place in Victorian Gothic culture. The fifth 

chapter promises to survey the "aesthetic Gothic of Pater and Wilde," but 

Pater is accorded a mere six and a half pages of poorly researched and ill

conceived commentary. (Obscure anti -Catholic pamphlets receive more 

careful atten tion. ) As the text, the notes, and the bibl iography demonstrate, 

O'Malley inexplicably confined himself to two essays in The R enaissance and 

did not bother to consult significant Pater scholarship. Thus he was reduced 

to indefe nsible generalizations such as "this Aesthetic Gothic ... displays a 

cavalier nonchalance toward history itself" (165), on e whi ch "aimed to replace" 

the "sublimity" of a previous era's Gothi c with "polymorphous perversity" 

(192). Juxtaposing Pater's analyses of L eonardo's La Giocouda and The Last 

Supper was a good idea, but the argument is subsequently undermined by a 

hasty consideration of the essay on Michelangelo and the crude notion that 

Pater promulgated "a poetics of vaguen ess." Although O 'Malley repeatedly, 

shrewdly insists that "the central motive of the Gothic" is alternately "the 

thematic or discursive eruption of a traumatic past into the present, distorted 

into a suggestion of the supernatural" (12) or "an inexorable force pulling the 

present back into .. . [the] past" (199), he has not considered how this force 

is answered or countered by Pater's notion of Hellenism as the opportunistic 

eruption of the sensuo us, pagan past into the present, the human consequences 

of which (for Winckelmann, for D enys l'Auxcrrois, for Gaston de Latour) are 

always more severe than the aesthetic. In the first four, extended paragraphs of 

"Joachim du Bellay," Pater attempts to define a "new and peculiar phase" of the 
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"old Gothic manner" in mid-sixteenth-century France, one which effectively 

"blend[ ed] the somewhat attenuated grace ofltalian ornament with the general 

outlines of northern design" (The Renaissance, 123). How is that interest in 

historically- and aesthetically-specific Gothic painting, song, carving, and 

architecture to be compared with the vampiric aspect of La Gioconda? 

ln the first chapter, O'Malley carefully exposes the "rearticulation of 

history" that Ruskin achieves in "The Nature of Gothic" and Stones of Venice 

as a whole, so that Gothic ceases to be a "term of alterity" and is instead 

reappropriated as the "natural" (and Protestant) architecture "of England 

itself" (64, 59). Through a typical rhetorical sleight of hand, the Gothic is 

also subtly linked to a "normative masculinity" that is so very English. Given 

this work, O'Malley's inability to discern the relevant Gothic "topographies of 

value" in Pater's canon is all the more perplexing (not only in The Renaissance 

and Gaston de Latour, but "Art Notes in North Italy,""Notre-Dame d'Am iens," 

and "Vezelay," with the "haunted" emotional and domestic landscapes of"The 

Child in the House" also deserving special attention). 

Despite the extensive, laudable research that O'Malley synthesizes, two 

errors persist in the book. Oscar Wilde was not "tutored by Pater" (172). 

Paintings featuring the abject figure of the crucified Christ should be associated 

with the Pieta or Misericordia traditions, not Ecce Homo (184). As works by 

Bosch, Caravaggio, l l Guercino, Titian, Correggio, Rubens, and so many 

others attest, Ecce Homo ("this is the man") focuses on the earlier narrative 

moment when Pilate presents the scourged "King," bound and parodically 

crowned with thorns (John 19), to the clamorous and disavowing crowd. 

A few rushed page s on Pater's "Aesthetic Gothic" are merely the 

means to an end: O'Malley's "fascination" with \.\Tilde's The Picture of 

Dorian Gray and "the larger Decadent interest in the relationship between 

Catholicism and various kinds of erotic experience" (171). Then the 

discussion becomes discerning again, suggestive: O'Malley's analysis of how 

the vampiric and the Christological co-inform the life and image of D orian 

Gray confirms his suggestion that Wilde's Gothic is "the space in which 

toxicity and desire have become impossible to disentangle" (189). Whereas 

"deviance" and "perversion" were, in mid- century, terms of condemnation for 

converts to Roman Catholicism absent any sexual connotations, they were 

marshalled in the 1890s - by Wilde's critics, the jurists who punished him, 
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and the society that condemned him - both to define his "homosexuality" 

and to express their homophobia. 

The final chapter features a spirited reading of H ardy's Jude the Obscure, 

a novel which "both supplem ents and reverses the ideological structures of 

the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century G othic": "instead of articulating a 

recognizable domestic space under threat from a Gothic power or even from 

an infiltra ting disease, Hardy makes the domestic space itself the Gothic force 

that destroys his protagonists" (194). In this context, the narrative's seemingly 

punishing treatment of the aspiring stonemason, his "epicene" cousin Sue 

Bridehead, and their hapless children is reconfigured and refreshed. 

Although benefi ting from the intersections of Victorian cultural studies, 

feminist and gender studies, gay studies, and religious studies, O 'Malley seems 

unwilling to engage with significant critics and historians in the field (Sedgwick, 

Cohen, Sinfield, Adams; Tucker; Bradstock, H all, Sussman) and unable to 

summarize his own critical approach to the complex subject. (Delaying, unti l 

the book's ''requiem," a discussion of how Foucault assesses Radcliffe's Gothic 

was a mistake in this regard. ) Not only is the book's overworked use of rhetoric, 

rhetorics, and trope (noun and verb) annoying, it also indicates an uneasy 

(under- theorized) grasp of the project's underpinnings. (The ghost of Freudian 

possibilities also haunts the book, but too uneasily to satisfy any reader or any 

text.) Si milarly, not enough is done to comprehend key differences between 

nineteenth-century Anglican and Roman Catholic spirituality and identi ties; 

the C hurch of England was more than Trollope-esgue caricatures of rectitude 

and Catholicism was more than rituals or "an exquisitely aesthetic religion" 

(189) of smells, bells, and richly embroidered vestments. Yet if O'Malley's 

book is read in conjunction with essays by Jerrold Hogle and Alison Milbank, 

for example (in The Cambridge Companion to Gothic Fictio11), the complexities 

of the Gothic mode will seem much more transparent, and culturally central. 

York University 

This is a revised version of a review appearing in Ninetu11th-Ce11tury Literature, with rhanks ro UC 
Press Journals and © Rcgcnrs of the University of California. 
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Caroly n William s 

Doomed Cre a tur es of 

I mmature Radia nce 

0HJ, K EVIN . INNOCENCE AND RAPTURE: THE EROTIC CHlLD IN PATER, Wll.DE,]AMES, 

//ND NABoKov. NEw YoRK: PALGRAVF. .MAcMJLLAN, 2005 . 

H I S IS an excellent book, in which Kevin Ohi finds new ways to 

identify and unfold the homoerotic implications in Pater's texts, 

reading in them a rich cluster of stylistic and linguistic practices 

and a structure of feelings - embodied in their literary forms - that revolve 

around the effects of irremediable loss. To bring Pater's erotics, stylistics, 

and aesthetics together is one of Ohi 's stated aims. Indeed, he asserts their 

relation not as analogical or metaphorical relation, but as an id entity. In 

Pater, erotics, stylistics, and aesthetics are intimately co-implicated in one 

and the same texture. 

With great fi nesse, Ohi focuses on several words in Pater's favorite and 

fundamental vocabulary, using his investigation of them to open the various 

parts of his argument. Particularly de tailed attention is given to "sympathy," 

"indifference," "fascination," "unity," "blankness," "absorption," "relic," and 

"homesickness." Each is used as the lens through which Ohi demonstrates 

the centrality - semantically, figurally, and conceptually - of the erotic 

child to Pater's thinking and writing. With passionate submission to Pater's 

sen tences, Ohi models the process whereby sensations and perceptions 

become ideas, and provides for his readers (as Pater put it in "Style'') "an 

aesthetic satisfaction in that frugal closeness of style which makes the most 

of a word, in the exaction from every sentence of a precise relief, in the just 
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spacing out of word to thought, in the logically filled space connected always 

with the delightful sense of difficulty overcome." 

The introduction clearly lays out the book's three interrelated general 

arguments (2-7). First and foremost is the literary argument: that sexuali ty is 

cen tral to aestheticism, and that it should be grasped in terms of style and 

form, not "theme" or content. In fact, this very unsettling of the difference 

between style and theme, or form and content, is carefully associated in 

Ohi's argument with both aestheticist and queer perspectives. Second is 

the theo retical argu ment: that panic about childhood sexuality leads to a 

theoretical impasse familiar to us all, the seemingly intractable opposi tion 

of"psychic" to "social" critical approac hes. Within a queer perspective that 

resis ts the panic , psychic and social appear as functions of each other. And 

third is th e political argument: that to understand aestheticism correctly is 

to demystify and disrupt the ideology of childhood innocence. 

Ohi argues that this disruption is crucial to any queer critical project, 

for the commonplace (indeed banal) imputation of"innocence" to the child 

is a retrospective fantasy, an aggressive defense against the recognition of 

ch ildhood sexuality. "Contemporary ideology almost invariably understands 

influence or seduction ... as a regrettable (but often eroticized) fall from 

an innocence constituted by its corruption: a prior state whose sole positive 

attribute is its irrccoverability, legible only from the retrospective perspective 

of its demi se" (6). This fissure, gap, or fault line - an irreducible consequence 

of retrospection - will be crucial to Oh i's argument in many ways. 

These introductory, abstract summations (given above) are accurate as 

to the book's overall purposes. But they do not go far toward suggesting the 

detai led (and sometimes ravishing) readings that unfold in orde r to prove 

Oh i's points. Though the book follows its treatment of Pater with chapters 

on \iVilde (Dorian Gray), James (The Turn of the Screw), and Nabokov 

(Lolita), I will focus here only on the details of the Pater chapter. 

That chapter is entitled "'Doomed Creatures of lmmature Radiance: 

Renaissance, Death, and Rapture in Walter Pater," after the beautiful 

passage from "Hippolytus Veiled" in which Pater writes that Hippolytus 

was "a competitor for pity with Adonis, and Icarus, and Hyacinth , and 

oth er doomed creatures of immature radiance in all story to come" (60). 

That passage crucially depends on Pater's attraction to "the structure of 
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proleptic retrospection," on which O hi writes very well (41) . I agree that it 

is one of Pater's major stylistic and intellectual habits, and it has not been 

given enough attention in Pater criticism . My own favor ite example of his 

proleptic re t rospection is the opening of Marius the Epicurean: 

As, in the triumph of Christianity, the old religion lingered latest in 
the country, and died out at last as but paganism ... so, in an earlier 
century, it was in places remote from town life that the older and 

purer forms of paganism itself had survived the longest. 

What will h appen later is adumbrated, even as the narrative plu nges us back 

in time toward the "now" of the stor y. Survival is made analogous to future 

forms of life, so that it seems almos t as if no thing wi ll have changed - yet 

everything will have changed. Change will be exquisitely gradual and almost 

imperceptible, and yet, afterward, it will be impossible to mark the moment 

of change. Looking back, a traumatic abyss will yawn, w here memory feels 

it should have been able to act recuperatively. Ohi's book shows, again 

and again, that such recuperation is an impossible fantasy. Pater's use of 

proleptic retrospection is surely deployed as a stylistic, intellectual , and 

aesthetic exposure of th is problem in iden ti ty and in history. 

O bi dwells suggestively and often on the effects of proleptic retrospection, 

which registers temporal disorientation in both personal and historical 

terms. ln personal terms, the retrospective sense of ch ild hood innocence 

renders it irrecoverable, anguished, and even illusory. However, Pater often 

represents this temporal disorientation in proleptic terms, attributing to the 

child "the impossible int uition of how desolate one will have been" (18). Ohi 

closely examines several passages in which Pater writes of a young person 

sympathizing with old age, discover ing in these passages a complex exchai1ge 

of tenses that can seem to cause the intimations of mortali ty, which actually 

come only later. Thus, personal development is always disrupted, and that 

is in th e nature of retrospection, as several theorists of autobiography (Jean 

Starobinski, Paul de Man) have pointed out. There is no secure sense of 

"development" to be had, unless development can somehow be reconciled 

with the radical rupture of proleptic retrospection, "the way in which both 

the continuity of personality and its failu re [are] simultaneous occasions for 
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grief" (18) . Likewise in his sense of history, Pater's conceptions of revival 

and Renaissance are "always an ambivalent affair" (18). 

Perhaps even more important than proleptic retrospection to Ohi's 

reading of Pater is his probing explication of the spectatorial relation. 

Here the notion of rapture plays its part. Ohi's investigations both of 

Paterian "sympathy" and Paterian "fascination" lead us to understand that 

the spectatorial relation itself entails rapture, or the loss of self involved 

in a radical identification with the object of the gaze. This "sympathy" 

in response to "fascination" is animating, life-giving, inspiring - yet also 

death-dealing, since it is replete with self-loss . These characteristics of 

the spectatorial relation are especially acute when the work of art displays 

the blank stare of classical statuary or the dead eyes of a corpse. Those 

blank eyes indicate a kind of narcissistic self-sufficiency, which produces 

its erotic charge and attraction, ye t because they do not respond, they also 

cast a reflexive pall upon the fascinated spectator. They "look at, but do 

not see, the spectator. Simultaneously excluded and uncannily animated, 

the spectator stands in thrall to an inhuman narcissism, the sculptu re 's 

impassible ' indifference'." Ohi shows that this model of spectatorship is 

"explicitly connected to homoerotic rapture" (30). 

Then he powerfully generalizes the case. Li kc the blank eyes of classical 

sculpture, all art docs not look back, and the spectator is "evacuated by the 

blind gaze of the work of art " (35) . To feel the uncanny impossibility of this 

relation is to recognize "the unnerving ecs tasy that might be termed rapture" 

(11 -12). I n this - as well as in his discussions of proleptic retrospection - one 

can sec that Ohi's thinking is informed by many strands of deconstructive, 

psychoanalytic, and queer theory. 

Childlike spectators, whose openness, directness, and transparency 

are one reason they are freighted with all the baggage of "innocence," 

lose themselves in the object of contemplation. Their self-possession, 

paradoxically, depends on this ability to become dispossessed, to give 

themselves over to rapture. Because they can be imagined as so open, as

yet-unformed, and narcissistically self-involved, "children stand in for ... 

erotic and spectatorial receptivity - the basis of what we might call rapture" 

(50, italics in original). Those figures literalize, one might say, the structu re 

of spectatorial relation Ohi is explaining. Thus the erotic child is a figure 
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for the loss of self, because the sen se of childhood - and its putative 

"innocence" - are irrecoverable, retrospective co nstructions; because the 

chi ld is utterly receptive, open to being evacuated by the work of art; and 

because the child presents the appearance of self-involved, self- sufficient 

blankness, like a work of art. As Ohi shows, Pater frequently represents 

child ren supposedly feeling pitiful sympathy within an intergenerational 

scenario. In these figural dyads, a re trospective (therefore older) narrator 

attributes to the child a prolcptic awareness of death . Thus, the child seems 

to look at old age, while a recessive older figure seems to look at the child , 

and together these figures produce a sense of uncanny rap ture. This is the 

spectatorial relation, degree zero. 

Ohi's book is exquisitely alive to how very many figures for aesthetic 

spectatorship Pater presents to our view. With the "pathos of anachronism" 

( 44), his ch osen figures look back to a time they cannot recover, while 

simultaneously disorienting or unsettl ing themselves in relation to their 

own time. They love anachronism, and they are anachronisms. In a g reat 

description of Pater, Ohi writes that he "delights in temporal disjunctions, 

in efforts to recover the past doomed to discoveries of irremediable 

belatedness, in forms, genres, works, and artists transplanted to times not 

their own, in an antiquity that realizes itself only after its vanishing" (1-2). 

Especially brilliant with respect to the main arguments of the book is 

Ohi's treatment of "The Child in the H ouse," which he reads as a "search 

for a lost boy" (51 ). H e argues that "The Child in the H ouse" is limi ted 

and abstract when read as an autobiographical document - in the sense 

that it might refer us to the life of \ i\laltcr Pater. But it comes ali ve when 

we understand th at it is not strictly autobiographical, but "i t depicts 

autobiography" (51) . Here I take Ohi to mean that Pater actively engages 

and deconstructs the form of autobiography, in order to show its potential 

to illustrate the very sort of proleptic retrospection in which he specializes. 

Ohi's reading strategy focuses on the disjunction in identity created 

by the disjunction in the narration - the way the narrator seems both to 

identify with and distance himself from the narrated boy, "the child of 

whom I am writing." Ohi attributes to Pater, then , an awareness of the 

inevitable non-coincid ence of the n arrat ing "I" in the present time of writing 

with the object of its narration . \tVriting is thus identified as that which 
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prevents the coincidence of "I" and "Florian," and the disjunction between 

the two figures "makes possible an erotic gaze at oneself as a child" (54). 

Purporting to be a story about memory's potential to recreate an identi ty 

of present and pas t, "The Child in the House" actually demonstrates the 

opposite, as O hi shows. M emory, retrospection, writing all produce the 

gap that permits cognition or recogni tion, but they also, by the same token, 

produce the non-coincidence of the I -now and the I - then (here distanced 

into the figu re of another). 

Thus "The Child in the H ouse" aptly illustrates both the disorienting 

effects of proleptic retrospection and the duplicitous effects of the spectatorial 

relation, and, as Ohi shows, it does so not only in its narrative form but 

also through its dominant metaphor, t he implicit comparison between the 

child and the house. (This section of the chapter is a great place to see how 

"theme" and "form" are identical within Pater's quee r aesthetic.) In Ohi's 

reading, the "closed" house represents childhood "innocence," ruptured 

before it is perceived, since "impressions of beauty and pa in" have always 

already found their way in. "The 'closed ' house to which Florian returns at 

th e end (and whose enclosure h e thu s ruptures) evokes the ' inclosed ' and 

'scaled ' house earlier in the story. Florian - and his retrospective gaze - is 

identified with the impressions of beauty and pain that find their way in 

'as at windows left ajar"' (57). T hus the ending reproduces in the story 

the same sort of disruption annou nced early on in the narra ti on . "To put 

this another way, the rendering of the child 's comciousness through th e 

metaphor of the house ends up making manifes t that secure subjectivity 

(as a sealed house) is incompatible with the narrative of that subjectivity 

(founded through the rupture of windows left aja r)" (52) . I n a brilliant 

return to his reading of the gazing sta tues and the figure of prosopopoiea, 

Ohi rem in ds us th at, l ike the gazing statues, the h ouse to w hi ch the chi ld 

returns (thus acting as a child no longe r) - tha t house presents an "aspect 

... like the face of one dead" (56). 

The reading of "The Child in the House" is the high point of the chapter. 

Yet it draws on and is supported by the chapter as a whole, which has built its 

major claims very carefully. While some readers may find Ohi's argumentative 

style a bit too densely packed, others will recognize its affecting complexity. I 

am a staunch member of the latter camp. Because his readings are so coherent, 
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profound, and suggestive, every reader will have ideas of other things Ohi 

might have included. This is a mark of the book's strength and its productive 

effect. In my own case, every single item on my list of things I'd like to hear 

more about actually did appear in one of the later chapters, lending a sense of 

fulfi llment to the reading experience. This is a fascinating, absorbing book, very 

t rue to the objects of its study. It will be surprising, welcome, and influential in 

the field of Pater studies. 

Rutgers University 
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TEXTUAL NOTE 

M orito Uemu ra 

"Diaphaneite": Pater's Enigmatic Term 1 

ALTER PATER'S "DIAPHANEITE" consists of five 

paragraphs of very disproportionate lengths, i. e., the second 

paragraph is extraordinarily long, while the concluding three 

paragraphs are very short. The line of thought with which P ater conducts 

his discussion is also rather remarkable and very sketchy. The piece 

nevertheless can be divided into three parts. The first paragraph serves as 

an introduction to a "type of character, which is ... rare, precious above 

all to the artist."2 This character is "that fine edge oflight, where the elements 

of our moral nature refine themselves to the burning point" (248). Pater adds 

that "[i]t crosses rather than follows the main current of the world's life" 

(248) . The second long paragraph form s the main body of the essay in 

whi ch the characte r's simplicity, i. e., the "truthfulness of temper, that 

receptivity" (251) is stressed. Pater goes on to observe that "[i]t is just thi s 

sort of entire transparency of nature that lets through unconsciously all 

that is really lifegiving in the established order of things" (251), and Pate r 

recognizes soft ened rcvolutionism in this nature. As a representative of 

the transparent character, Pater names Raphael, "who in the midst of the 

Reformation and the Renaissance, himself lighted up by them, yielded 

him self to neither, but stood still to live upon himself' (253) . To end 

the long paragraph, Pater abruptly starts to talk about "a sexless beauty" 

and "a moral sexlessness" in the Greek statues. In the following three 

paragraphs which conclude the essay, Charlotte Corday and Goethe are 

numbered as typical characters of "this clear crystal nature" (253) . "[A] 
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majority of such" revolutionary crystal characters, says Pater, "would be 

the regeneration of the world" (254). 

Germain d 'H angest treats the essay title as a French word and says, 

"Diaphaneite, ce titre un peu etrange."3 The title is indeed "a little strange." 

The title "Diaphanei te" seems to be a modified version of the French word 

and indicates the possibility of a French connection, in particular, Victor 

Hugo's presence in this earliest essay by Pater. 

In the opening chapter of L es Misirables, published in 1862, two years 

before Pater's essay, Hugo describes the pure nature of a deeply religious • 

elderly lady: 

Elle [Mademoiselle Baptistine] n'avait jamais ete jolie; toute 
sa vie, qui n'avait ete qu'une suite de saintes oeuvres, avait 
fini par mettre sur elle une sorte de blancheur et de clarte; 
et, en vieillissant, elle avait gagne ce qu'on pourrait appeler 
la beaute de la bonte. Ce qui avait ere de la maigreur clans sa 
jeunesse etait devenu, clans sa maturite, de la transparence; 
et cette diaphaniiti [my emphasis] laissait voir l'ange. C'etait 
une ame plus encore que ce n' etai t une vierge. Sa personne 
semblait faite d'ombre; a peine assez de corps pour qu'il y cut 
la un sexe; un peu de matiere contenant une lueur .... 4 

The woman here seems to be no longer a physical being, but has become, in 

her old age, a transparence, so to speak, as everything in her expresses her 

angelic nature. A literal translation of Hugo's "et cette diaphaneite laissait 

voi r l'ange" would be: "and this transp arency let you see the angel." Hugo 

notes the woman's thinness ("maigreur") but here he depicts not her physical 

characteristic, but her spiritual quality. Hugo's phrase "cette diaphaneite," 

which means "this diaphanous type," is very similar to Pater's essay title. 

In the second paragraph of his essay, Pater discusses "[ t]he artist and he 

who has treated life in the spirit of art" (249). In the passage that follows, he 

writes : "as he comes nearer and nearer t o perfection, the veil of outer life not 

simply expressive of the inward becomes thinner and thinner." This could be 

an echo from H ugo's passage cited above. Pater's peculiar sentences in the same 

paragraph, "It is a mind of taste lighted up by some spiritual ray within .... It is 

just this sort of entire transparency of nature that lets through unconsciously 
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all that is really lifegiving .... The beauty of the Greek statues was a sexless 

beauty; the statues of the gods had the least traces of sex. H ere there is a moral 

sexlessness ... " (250-253 ), might be more phraseological echoes from Hugo, 

as he wrote, "What had been skinniness in her youth had become, as she 

matured, a quality of transparency through which her saintly nature could be 

seen to shine. She was a spirit more than she was a virgin. Her being seemed 

composed of shadow, with too little substance for it to possess sex. It was a 

shred of matter harbouring a light."5 

It is interesting that Hugo uses again the idiosyncratic word "diaphaneite" 

and ponders diaphanous creatures in his Les Travailleurs de la mer. This is the 

passage in question: 

Gilliatt n' etait ni si haut, ni si bas. C'etait un pensif. Rien de plus. 

II voyait la nature un peu etrangement. 

De ce qu'il lui etait arrive plusieurs fois de trouver clans de l'eau 
de mer parfaitement limpide d'assez gros animaux inattendus, de 
formes diverses, de l'espece meduse, qui, hors de l'eau, ressemblaient 

a du cristal mou, et qui, rejetes clans l'eau, s'y confondaient avec leur 
milieu, par l'idcntite de diaphaniiti [my emphasis] et de couleur, 
au point d'y disparaitre, ii concluait que, puisque des transparences 
vivantes habitaient l'eau, d'autres transparences, egalement vivantes, 
pouvaienr bien habiter l'air. Les oiseaux ne sont pas Jes habitants de 

l'air; ils en sont les amphibies . G illiatt ne croyait pas a l'air desert. 

II disait: puisque la mer est rcmplie, pourquoi l'atmosphere serait
elle vide? Des creatures couleur d'air s'effaceraient clans la lumiere 

et echapperaicnt a notre regard; qui nous prouve qu'il n'y en a pas? 
L'analogie indique que l'air doit avoir ses poissons comme la mer 
a Jes siens; ces poissons de l'air seraient diaphanes, bienfait de la 

prevoyance creatrice pour nous comme pour eux; lessant passer le 
jour a travers leur forme et ne faisant point d 'ombre, et n'ayant pas 
de silhouette, ils resteraient ignores de nous, et nous n'en pourrions 

rien saisir.6 

Hugo attributes the quality of "diaphaneite" to the "meduse" 

(jellyfish) in the limpid sea water. Hugo's Gilliatt thinks that "since living 
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transparencies inhabit the water, other transparencies, equally living, might 

also inhabit the air."7 This is perhaps strange thinking, but as Hugo writes, 

"He [Gilliatt] looked on nature a little strangely" (tr. 84). This idea is 

introdu ced in the chapter titled "A maison visionnee habitant visionnaire" 

("For a H aunted House, a Visionary I nhabitant"), a title which reminds us 

of Pater's autobiographical imaginary portrait, "The Child in the House." 

Just as "Gilliatt .. . etait un bizarre observateur" (119), so Pater's F lorian 

Delea], "in that process of brain-bui lding .. . [i]n that half-spiritualised 

house ... could watch the better, over again, the gradual expansion of the 

soul."8 Hugo writes of "large animals ... of the species medusa, which, 

out of water, resemble soft crystal, and which thrown back into the water 

blend with their surroundings in transparency and color" (tr. 84). Florian's 

aesthetic experience of "inward and outward being woven through and 

through each other into one inextricable texture " (173) is a characteristic 

quality of being "diaphaneite" as depicted by Hugo. 

That Pater utilized in his earliest essay of 1864 Hugo's idea of 

"diaphaneite"and diaphanous creatures described in L es Travailleurs de la 

mer is impossible since Hugo's novel appeared two years later in 1866. 

H owever, Pater could have read Hugo 's 1862 Les Miserables before writing 

his essay on the diaphanous character.9 It see ms that Pater read Les 

Tra vailleurs de lamer immediately after the publication of the novel during 

his long vacation in 1866 while writing his essay on Winckelmann (Inman 

141). Pater seem s to have had a great interest in this novel since he often 

refers to it or some of its particular episodes in his own works. In his 1867 

essay on Winckelmann , for example, Pater names the novel together with 

Les Miserables and says, "What would he [Winckelmann] have thought of 

Gilliatt, in Victor Hugo's Travailleurs de la M er [sic], or of the bleeding 

mouth of Fantine in the first part of L es M iserables, penetrated as those 

books are with a sense of beauty, as lively and transparent as that of a 

Greek"?10 Pater focu sses on the aesthetic aspect ("a se nse of beauty") of these 

two novels and pays special attention to their liveliness and transparency. 

With his use of the word "transparent," Pater reminds us of Hugo's use 

of the idiosyncratic word "diaphaneite" in the passages cited above from 

his two novels. Therefore we might presume that Hugo's conception of 

"diaphaneite," depicted in the passages of his two great novel s, was always 
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at the back of Pater's mind when he mentioned Hugo's two novels and 

referred to the aesthetic value of being transparent. 

Uni versity of Shiga Prefecture 

NOTES 

1 This is an excerpt of the paper presented at the International Walter Pater Conference, Rutgers 
University, July 27-29, 2006. The paper is to appear in a special 2008 issue of Cahitrs victoriens et 
idouardiens focusing on Pater's works. 

2 Walter Pater, "Diaphaneite," in Misctl/aneous Studies (London: Macmillan, 1910; 1973). 247. 
Qyotations from Pater's Misctllantous Studies are hereafter indicated in the parentheses with the 
page number. 

3 Germain d'Hangest, Walter Pater: /'homme et /'oeuvre (Paris: D idier, 1961), 1: 69. 

4 Victor Hugo, Les Misirablt s (1862; Paris: Garn ier-Flammarion, 1967), 27. 

5 Victor H ugo, Les Misirab/es (tr. Norman Denny, London: Penguin Books, 1976; 1982), 20-21. 

6 Victor Hugo, Les Travailleurs de lamer (1864; Paris : Gallimard, 1980), 118- 9. Quotations 
from Hu go's Travailleurs are hereafter indicated in the parentheses with the page number. 

7 Victor Hugo, Les Travailleurs de lamer (tr. Isabel F. Hapgood, The Toilers ef the Sea, New York: 
Signet Classic, 2000), 84. Qyotations from this translation of Hugo's Travail/eurs are hereafter 
indicated as "tr." and put in the parentheses with the page number. 

8 Walter Pacer, "The Child in the House," in Miscellaneous Studies, 173. 

9 Billie A. Inman, Walter Pater's Reading: A Bibliography of His Library Borrowings and Literary 
Riferenw, 1858-1873 (New York: Garland, 1981), 141, 338. Qyotations from this book arc 
hereafter indicated as "Inman" and put in the parentheses with the page number. 

10 Walter Pater, 1he Renaissance, ed. Donald Hill (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 178._ 
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A QUEER THEORY ROUNDTABLE 

Stefano Evangelista 

Walter Pater: The Queer Reception 

HE RECEPTION of Pater's works has always been strongly 

informed by issues of gender. His challenge to dominant codes of 

masculinity and normative sexual behaviour was no ticed by some 

of his earliest reviewers, provoking largely unsympathetic reactions. Victorian 

negative critiques of Pater's treatment of gender and sexuality too k two main 

directions. Some conservative critics saw Pater's aestheticism as a discourse of 

unregulated sensation that encouraged overindulgence and effeminacy. These 

types of attacks were mainly launched in response to 1he Renaissance (1873), 

a collection which included such suggestive essays as "Leonardo da Vinci," 

"The Poetry of Michelangelo" and, above all, "Winckelmann," as well as the 

infamous "Conclusion" - a post-romantic manifesto in which the "aesthetic" 

norm is shown to be the basis for a new radical and countercultural lifestyle: 

the "wisdom" of art for art's sake. In the rhetoric of hostile critics Pater's 

ideal reader was depicted as young and male (no doubt as a result of Pater's 

profession as tutor of young men in Oxford) and in need of protection from the 

dangerous lure of amoral and anti-social propositions - a gendered criticism 

that Pater bowed to when he famously retracted the "Conclusion" from the 

second edition of 1he Renaissance, fearing that its doctrine might "mislead some 

of those young men into whose hands it might fall." 1 Even as late as 1891, at a 

time in which Pater's writings are generally seen to be moving towards a more 

conservative position, an anonymous article on "Neo-paganism" published in 

the Quarterly Review placed Pater in a European tradition of decadent and 
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sexually perverse (though not specifically homoerotic) literature that goes from 

Goethe to Gautier and Baudelaire, linked to anti-Christian sentiment and 

revolutionary politics .2 The tone of the piece is phobic and its purpose is 

to censor a poetics of "base Hellenism," sensualism, and "ambiguity" (292). 

Paradoxically, though, its argument is fundamentally sound. The undesired 

effect of the piece is to isolate an intertextual network of writings interested 

in a perverse reading of antiquity in which Pater could be read by more 

sympathetic contemporaries, creating the possibility for what Foucauldian 

critics call a "reverse" discourse - an appropriation by progressive cri t ics of a 

discursive field that was repressive in origin. 

Next to these there were critics who specifically identified elements 

of homoeroticism in Pater's oeuvre, basing their crit iques on biographical 

information that is now only partially available to us. W. H. Mallock's casting 

of Pater as Mr Rose in the New R epublic (1877) belongs to this second group. In 

his satire of Oxford life in the 1870s, M allock portrays the languid M r Rose as 

the recipient of an unmistakably homoerotic poem written by a boy of eighteen 

"whose education l may myself claim to have had some share in directing."3 

More provokingly still , one ofMallock's characters (the undergraduate Robert 

Leslie) is based on a caricature ofWilliam Money Hardinge, the student whose 

close friendship with Pater had been the cause of a hushed scandal in 1874, 

in the dynamics of which Mallock himself had played an important role.4 lt is 

not surprising that Pater should find the book "unscrupulous," complaining to 

Edmund Gosse about "the freedom of some of its details ."5 

At this time sympathetic critiques of Pater's experiments with gender 

typically take the form of appropriations and rewritings by authors who had 

connections with him or with the aesthetic movement more broadly: these 

include Simeon Solomon, Oscar Wilde, Vernon Lee, and "Michael Field." 

Pater's challenges to normative gender ideologies survive through intertextuality 

in these authors' works, where they often gain visibility as they are extracted, as 

it were, from Pater's poetics oflatency and his allusive, oblique style: such is the 

case, for instance, with Wilde's heavy borrowing from Pater's "Winckelmann" 

in his "Portrait of Mr. W.H." (1889), or Vernon Lee's use of the imaginary 

portrait in her stories of psychosexual trauma in Hauntings (1890). I t is 

impor tant to notice that Pater's experiments with gender provide the blueprint 

for explorations not only by male writers, but also by female authors like Lee, 
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Heather Love 

Exemplary Ambivalence 

T I S NO LONGER NECESSARY to argue that same-sex desire 

is a relevant or worthwhile topic in Pater studies. After more than 

a century of scholarship that castigated o r ignored same-sex desire 

in hi s life and writing, recent critics have made it central. Groundbreaking 

work by Linda D owling and Richard Dellamora situated Pater within the 

context of Victorian gender and sexual norms and showed how much there 

was to gain by foregrounding the problem of desire in his writing. As the field 

of queer literary studies has taken root in the academy over the past couple 

of decades, critics have significantly broadened our view of sexuality as a 

topic in Pater's work. In his 2002 introduction to Walter Pater: Transparencies 

of Desire, James Eli Adams offers a useful account of this recent criticism, 

noting several topics of interest including Pater's "revisionary readings 

of Plato and the pederastic structure of Greek education; the romantic 

Helleni sm that derives from Winckelmann; hi s representations of male 

friendship in a host of contexts; his possible affiliat ions with a number of 

sexually dissident subcultures in Victorian L ondon. " Common to all of these 

recent critical approaches is a fascination with what Adams calls Pater's 

"poetics of obliquity."Through close readings of Pater's prose, critics consider 

the mean s by which "transgressive desire is insinuated through varieties of 

circumspection and displacement" in his work. 1 

The integration of queer perspectives in literary and cultural studies has 

allowed for readings of homosexuality not as a scandal or as a sym ptom, but as 

a far-reaching and generative topic. No longer burdened by the need to defend 

homosexuality or prove its existence, critics in the field may sidestep the issue 
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of sex altogether, defining queerness in terms of social marginality, alternative 

forms of kinship, or the scrambling of linear temporality.2 For Pater scholars, 

this shift in approach has been remarkably productive. Not only have they 

linked queerness in Pater's work to topics as divergent as pedagogy, agency, 

style, perception, historiography, influence, and philology, but they have also 

been able to address the problem of hi s evasions, or his poetics of obl iquity. 

The question is not whether Pater is or is not gay, or if he did or did not 

have sex, but rather how he negotiates the problems of desire and fa n tasy, 

and secrecy and disclosure in his work - and how this helps us to understand 

his work as a whole. 

It is difficult to pin Pater down: as modern or Victorian, as austere or sensual, 

as bold or timid. \Vhile Pater's evasiveness may have made him a problematic 

figure for an earlier wave of lesbian and gay studies, it has made him more 

attractive to recent queer critics. In this framework, the "circumspection and 

displacement" that Adams identifies are not seen as impediments to thinking 

about sexuality in Pater's work - rather, they are that sexuality. Pater's work 

adumbrates a model of queer subjectivity that is to one side of recognizable 

categories of modern homosexual identity. At a moment when gay and lesbian 

identity is more visible than ever before, Pater's reticence and his illegibility 

have become extremely seductive. Rather than trying to draw Pater out, 

contemporary queers find themselves wanting to borrow the obliqueness - as 

well as the beauty and the glamour - of Pater's diaphanous position. 

Recent shifts in queer studies have also caused critics to rethink the 

familiar reading of Pater's evasions as a failure of courage or a shameful will to 

hide. Although critics have long noted Pater's profound influence on Wilde, 

they have tended, as Adams notes, "to treat Pater primarily as a dramatic foil

the shy, guarded don lurking in the shadows of, indeed shrinking from, the 

scandalous visibility of his audacious disciple" (2) . Yet some critics have begun 

more recently to take Pater's more subdued and withdrawn style seriously - to 

see it as a form of political resistance rather than as simple weakness. Instead 

of seeing \!\Tilde as fulfilling Pater's dreams or living out his promise, then, we 

might understand the two men as enacting different forms of politics. 

In considering Pater's political style, it is difficult to counter the idea that 

he was above all apolitical. This image can be traced both to the ideological 

notion of aestheticism as socially withdrawn and to a historical narrative 
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that would situate Pater before the era of modern homosexual identity (he 

died months before Wilde's 1895 trial). While Dowling has demonstrated 

how deeply affected Pater was by Oxford politics, Laurel Brake has situated 

him in a broader social world, detailing his responses to events such as the 

passing of the Labouchere Amendment in 1885 and the Cleveland Street 

scandal of 1889-1890.3 

Still, even if we grant that Pater lived in the real world, it can be difficult 

to read his beautiful evasions as political in any recognizable sense. Still, critics 

have argued for the political significance of Pater's work.Adams reminds us of 

Pater's "many-sided audacity" and his "widespread recognition as a dangerous 

- which is to say, seductive - influence" (2-3). Carolyn Williams considers the 

link between passivity and unconscious activity in Pater's "crystaJ character" 

as a model for understanding individual agency in large-scale historical 

transformation:' Jacques Khalip understands Pater's characteristic melancholy 

as an ethical stance, a way of renounc ing epistemological dominance over 

the world. 5 Kevin Ohi connects dissident sexuality and radical aesthetics in 

Pater's work, pointing to his repeated stagings of an "eroticized disruption of 

identity."6 For Ellis Hanson, Pater's melancholic mothers offer a model of self

sacrifice as a means of renewal.7 

Despite the interest of many of these suggestions, it is hard to sec anything 

in them that corresponds to an accepted notion of "politics": self-erasure, 

disappearance, and inactivity simply play too large a role in Pater's description 

of his "basement types." Kit Andrews addresses this difficulty directly in his 

article "Walter Pater and Walter Benjamin: 'The Diaphanous Collector and the 

Angel of History." Andrews suggests that both Pater and Benjamin take up 

"the longing for world-historical transformation ... and the effort to discover 

the revolutionary possibilities of the aesthetic faculty."S While Benjamin is 

more widely recognized as a revolutionary political thinker, Pater's work is so 

bedeviled by passivity and withdrawal that it makes it difficult to see him in 

that light. Regarding the efficacy of Pater's vision, Andrews asks, "Does Pater 

claim for his aesthetic types an active role in historical transformation? Can 

these figures merely look forward to, or actually prepare the ground for, and 

in some way bring about the longed for new world?" (250-251). In the end, 

Andrews argues that Pater's "resistance to revolutionary practice" means that 

he cannot participate in the transformation of the world: his "true heirs ... 
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would appear to be the literary masters of the internal apocalypse .. . Joyce, 

Woolf, and Proust'' (256). While he does hold out some hope that Pater's 

"aestheticist ambivalence" (257) can disrupt the false image of progress, he sees 

Benjamin's collector as a type of the true revolutionary. 

While it is difficult to link Pater to any concrete form of political 

transformation, it is not the case that the image of revolutionary praxis is ever 

without its internal ambivalence. We might think for instance of Benjamin's 

own efforts to forward the historical materialist (another basement type) 

as a revolutionary actor in the "Theses on the Philosophy of History": "The 

historical materiaEst leaves it to others to be drained by the whore called 'Once 

upon a time' in historicism's bordello. He remains in control of his powers, 

man enough to blast open the continuum of history."9 It would be a mistake, 

I think, to overemphasize the gender anxieties that clearly fuel Benjamin's 

tirade. Rather, what the passage brings to light is a common problem regarding 

the relation between thought and praxis. The real issue is not the time that 

the historicist has spent in the bordello, but rather the time that both the 

historicist and the historical materialist are spending in the library. 

1he problem of looking, thinking, feeling, and not acting is a problem 

that is raised by Benjamin's work as well as by Pater's work - and it is raised, 

insistently, by our own practice and disposition as critics. Pater makes a very 

attractive scapegoat for the ge neral problem of blocked political agency: he in 

fact offers himself up as a sacrificial victim, ready to atone for our collective 

failures. Anti-homophobic and feminist readings can help us to diagnose the 

gender dynamics that berate Pater for his inability to take decisive action -

to be a man, to be in history. 10 But the sexual politics of Pater's notorious 

passivity may be less interesting today than his passive politics. 

Pater offers a profound challenge to the dominant notion of political 

agency. R ather than shoring up a notion of heroic action, Pater takes on the 

problem of failed action and social withdrawal, exploring the ambivalent 

pleasures of the critical profession. While queer and feminist methodology 

may lead us to explore the problem of political agency in Pater's writing and 

in his reception, that does not mean that sexuality or gender per se should be 

endpoints for thinking about that problem. Pater's work points the way toward 

an alternative form of politics, one that allows for weakness, disappearance, 

masochism, and ambivalence. 
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I t's not clear - of course, it can't be - what kind of political program might 

be built around this vision of politics. For some, Pater will always represent an 

evasion of the struggles and commitments of real-world politics. Still, I think 

there are some suggestive possibi lities. While Pater's vision of the diaphanous 

self has helped some critics to think about alternative models of the subject 

and of identity, I think it might also open a view onto new models of social 

relations. Recent work on group subjectivity and queer lcinship has emphasized 

the erasure of the individual as an entrce in to new forms of collectivity. I 

think Pater can also help us to think through the problem of surveillance and 

visibility in the twenty-first century. Some of his most beautiful effects are 

produced through the evasion of grids of intelligibility; rather than shudder 

with pleasure and feel guilty, we perhaps ought to try to understand his specific 

appeal - to understand, that is, why we still feel the need to disappear. 

We tend to th ink that political action is a solution for political longing but 

Pater demonstrates that politics is longing. This is what Pater means, I think, 

when he points to the "revolutionism of one who has slept a hundred years": 

no action is possible without undergoing the trial of extreme passivity and loss 

of self. Blaming Pater for this predicament will not help, because, as he shows 

us, there is no way to insulate history once and for all from the aesthetic. 

University of Pennsylvania 
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Dennis Denisoff 

Walter Pater and the 

Queer Sympathies of 

Today's Paganis m 

PON VISITING \/Valter Pater's grave earlier in 2007, I learned that 

the Friends ofHolywell Cemetery have adopted an environmentalist 

approach to managing the site, working to minimize the intrusion 

of human interests on those of foxes, bees, and other wildlife. Unmown g rasses 

and wild flowers just about to bloom are permitted to flou rish, while tendrils 

of deep green ivy weave about the decaying sronework. The Friends' respect 

for the elements of the wild seems especially appropriate for the gravesite of 

one who had been so sympathetic to "the religion of people who pass their 

lives among the vines" ("Study of Dionysus" 9) and whose queer aesthetics 

had nurtured the nature-based paganism that gave British decadence much 

of its life and energy. 

Du ring the Victorian and Edwardian eras, the term "neopagan" was often 

used to undermine the values fou nd in works by Pater and other contributors 

to the aesthetic and decadent movements. G.K. Chesterton critiques the "New 

Pagan ism" he sees as first popularized by Pater and Swinburne for "never at 

any time [bearing] the smallest resemblance to P aganism" (75). In his 1891 

article "Neo-Paganism," William Barry declares that the "nearest approach 

an English lad makes to Paganism is when he gives himself to athletics; [ . .. 

he] would call .Marius the Epi curean disparaging names, were he compelled 

to read about him" (297). The emasculating turn to Barry's critique and his 

encouragement to readers that they insult those they see identi(ying by non-
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heteronormative models hints at the now more apparent fit between queer and 

pagan perspectives. Today's paganism is seen as a broad concept enveloping 

various contemporary earth-centred spiritualiti es and philosophies that, as 

Michael York demonstrates, have developed into a global web of sympathetic 

beliefs and concerns. People supporting these belief systems and their 

interweaving pagan, queer, and environmentalist values would gain useful 

insights from exploring Pater's paganism and the research on the subject 

already conducted by Linda Dowling, Stefano Evangelista, Yopie Prin , Ruth 

Vanita, and others. By the same token, scholars invested in queer studies 

of Pater, his oeuvre, and his social context would find it fruitful to rub up 

against today 's pagans. 

Due to contemporary paganism's respect for cultural and spiritual diversity, 

it has remained hesitant to engrain fixed tenets. "We do not recognize any 

authoritarian hierarchy," states the Council of American Witches (qtd. in 

Adler 102), while the Pagan Federation in the UK has developed written 

codes of belief only so far as is required to gain legal rights and recognit ion, 

and only after extensive (and ongoing) debate. Such political proteanism has 

allowed paganism to benefit from various other contemporary developments 

with which it holds sympathy, including queer politics and theory. As Barry's 

language implies, however, it would be an oversimplification to see the 

interm ingling of paganism and queer culture as entirely new. The demon ization 

and criminalization of witches, druids, and other pagans over the centuries has 

been similar to the abuse of those participating in non-normative sexual acts 

and desires, suggesting that the often buried and erased histories of pagan and 

queer belief systems have run along similar veins, just as they more openly 

do now. Th ese correlations are not on ly historical but also conceptual and 

philosophical. To unearth them would require a scholarly approach akin to 

that which Michael F. Davis recommends for the queer study of Pater, one that 

avoids relying on institutional discourses by recognizing other positive, often 

Jess obvious tendrils of influence and inheritance. In this light, one might see 

the queer culture and praxis of the past three decades as in many ways less 

aligned with the categorizing formation of lesbian and homosexual identities 

that preceded it than with the more amorphous history of pagans, their relative 

cultural invisibility in the Un ited Kingdom from about the sixth century CE, 

and their recent politicization and increasing mainstream acceptance. 
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In Drawing Down the Moon, Margot Adler explores one of the strongest 

conceptual models within contemporary paganism - that of the earth as a 

single organism existing on a planetary scale. In addition to imbuing the belief 

systems with an environmentalist politics and concern for animal rights, this 

model undermines the notion that a habitualized human perspective bestows 

any particular authority upon its practitioners.1nese concerns have contributed 

to the rise of eco-paganism, a form of paganism more explicitly invested in issues 

recognized as environmentalist, animalist, and anti -establish ment. Variou s 

scholarly approaches not seen as explicitly pagan arc contributing to the current 

vibrancy of this field of study. Environmental, animal-rights, and post-human 

theorists and historians such as Steve Baker, Clare Palmer, Harriet Ritvo, and 

Cary Wolfe have articulated important parad igmatic shifts in anthropocentric 

history. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari 's work on "becoming-animal" in A 

Thousand Plateaus (1980) has similarly enhanced our understanding of non

humanist perspectives. John Dupre and other genome theorists, meanwhile, 

are considering whether a useful model of social interaction can be taken 

from the fact that a human is not just reliant on but made up of diverse, 

mutually sustaining organisms. The genomic model is especially suggestive of 

the pagan view of the earth itself as an organism, a view that has already been 

influenced by Gaia theory, first articulated by the chemist James Lovelock in 

1979. In de-centring both the human species and humanist logic, such pagan 

and pagan-related approaches carry promising implications for queer studies. 

This is especially the case for the study of authors such as Pater, who himself 

located a sexually liberating potential in paganism. 

Here is an example of the types of connections to which I am referring. 

I n their explanation of "becoming-animal," Deleuze and Guattari encourage 

the disruption of binary logic and human subjectivity by arguing for a 

conceptual focus not on beings but on processes reflecting the multiplicity 

inherent to packs or swarms (267). This model is enacted to varying degrees 

by life fo rms such as bees, wolves, and genes. In such collectives, it is not 

the individual that is important but the process of becoming, undermining 

the common assumption that beings are something separate from or even 

preceding the process. Deleuze and Guattari's appreciation of group dynam ism 

and disavowal of fixed identity categories, as well as their sensitivity to non

normative relations among diverse processes of becoming, echo characteristics 
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of nineteenth-century decadence. Barbara Spackman notes, for example, that 

decadence consciously displays its use of artifice in order "to contaminate and 

introduce an asymmetry into the logic of absolute difference" ( 41). The absence 

of a binary distinction within its self-representation results in a proliferation of 

differences that allows decadence to dissolve polarizing conceptions of society 

such as those Dcleuze and Guattari fi nd limiting. 

In Pater's work, paganism often enacts the multiplicity of the pack through 

the proliferation, contamination, and di ssolution Spackman describes. I n "The 

Bacchanals of Euripides," first publish ed in 1889 but written around 1878, 

Pater describes the dance of the Maenads: 

the sympathies of mere numbers, as such, the random catching 

on fire of o ne here and another there, when people arc collected 

together, generates as if by mere contact, some new and rapturous 

spirit, not traceable in the individual units of a mul titude. Such 

swarming was the essence of that str:inge dance of the Bacchic 

women: literally like winged things, they follow, with motives, we 

may suppose, never quite made clear even to themselves, their new, 

strange, romantic[, ... ] woman-like god. (56-57) 

Pater depicts the Maenads' rapture as a ritual that engages a natural process of 

multiplicity and d issolution in which self-identity becomes moot in the swarm of 

passion. Adler and others have noted importan t similarities between the ancient 

pagan rituals such as that Pater describes here and the nature-based celebrations 

conducted by witches' covens over the centuries, in which people are rejuvenated 

through their collective immersion within a like-minded community. Ronald 

Hutton also references Victorian records of druids and other pagans conducting 

private night- time rituals that parallel Pater's description of the "wild, nocturnal 

procession of Bacchic women, retired to the woods and hills" (56). An 1839 

article entitled "Sketches of Superstitions" makes it clear that some Victorians 

recognized correlations between ancient Greek and Roman pagans and "those 

uneducated persons of the present day who believe that the winds can be raised 

by incantation, and that bodily illnesses arc an effect of the evil eye" (356). Such 

historical correlations help sketch in a Victorian pagan culture to which Pater 

contributed. From a queer theoretical standpoint, his essay's problematization of 
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subjectivity is equally important. 

I n "The Bacchanals," Pater envisions Dionysus's power ansmg m part 

from the dissolution of his identity. Pater describes the character not only as 

female and male, but also as human and non-human, prey and hunter, singular 

and mul tiple, god and gods' messenger, and flora and fauna. This proteanism 

imbues Dionysus with an uncategorizability and a multiplicity of perspectives, 

qualities often encouraged by contemporary paganism. "The Bachannals" also 

demonstrates an appreciation and respect for an only partly human, passionate 

communion that Pater cannot fully comprehend - ecstasies to which "all 

nature-worship seems to tend, [ . .. ] having, apparently, in all times and places, 

prompted some mode of wild dancing" (56; emphasis added). He acknowledges 

that his claim that the women are unclear of their desires is speculative - "we 

may suppose" - even ifhe also suggests an element of faith in the collective act. 

1he self-qualifying attitude accords with Delcuze and Guattari's description 

of other species' inter-relations as something people should recognize as 

possibilities of their own becoming, but not something they could somehow 

manage. This is, of course, not to equate pagans with non-human animals but 

to suggest that today's paganism, "becoming-animal," and Paterian decadence 

all encourage the dissolution of fixed identity models through a revivifying 

estrangement of habitualized perspectives. 

In 1he Renaissance, Pater proposes that "our failure is to form habits; [ . .. ] 

it is only roughness of the eye that makes rwo persons, things, situations, seem 

alike"(l 97). Contemporary paganism contains queer sympathies that offer fresh 

methodologies fo r viewing British decadence and Pater's own articulation of 

perspectival estrangement. In "1he Bacchanals," he invites readers to appreciate 

pagan interminglings as the stimulating "contamination," as Spackman calls it, 

of "the logic of absolute diffe rence ." lt is not just the representation of non

normative or marginali1,ed desires and communities that marks such writing 

as queer. In accord with paganism's carnal celebration of the earth as a holistic 

system of interactions, Pater admires the possibility of having one's identity 

submerged within a sympathetic community and a larger collective passion 

where "the aroma of the green world is retained in the fair human body, set 

forth in all sorts of finer ethical lights and shades" ("Bacchanals" 62). 

Ryerson University 
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Megan Becker-Leckrone 

Same- Sex and the 

Second Sex in "Style" 

But then one would have to decide what is style and what is meaning, 

a question which - but here I was actually at the door which leads 

into the library itself. I must have opened it, for instantly there 

issued [ ... ] a deprecating, silvery, kindly genrleman, who regretted 
in a low voice as he waved me back that ladies are only admitted to 

the library if accompanied by a Fellow of the College or furnished 

with a letter of introduction. 

Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own (1928) 

MIDST THE DIVERSE CRITICAL I QUIRIES we might 

collectively call "queer Pater studies," one question that remains open 

and vexing for me is how to read the distinction between Pater's 

representations of queerness (or queer representations) and his represen tations 

of sexual difference, which arc not necessarily the same thing. As a number 

of the essays in this volume stress, and which a large body of scholarship 

before them has worked to establish, Pater's .figurations of same-sex des ire are 

inseparable from his readings of myth and philosophy, his aestheticism, his 

very prose. I t seems beyond dispute that, as Kevin Ohi has succinctly put it, 

"for Pater, aesthetic experience is erotic," and that that eroticism is "qucer."1 Yet 

if we have gained some consensus on Pater's aesthetic models of homoerotic 

relations and circuits of desire (romantic friendships, stu dents and disciples, 
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spectators and works of art, writers and readers, humans and angels, children 

and nature, forebears and inheritors, and others), I am not sure we have 

commensurately examined what happens to women as these presumably 

unorthodox models replace the historically familiar, "normative" models we 

might give any number of names (heterosexual, phallocentric, logocentric, 

male). I believe this observation can be borne out not agai11st the project of 

"queering" Pater, but indeed as a part of it, and by mean s of its very insights 

and methods. 

I will test these large claims provisionally by considering seemingly 

heterogeneous examples from Pater's 1888 essay on "Style" that nevertheless 

share a telling logic. The first comes from a moment early in the essay that, for 

lack of a more scholarly phrase, has always bothered me. All of the examples, 

to which others could surely be added, trouble the tempting equation of 

Pater's queerness with a modern deconstruction of sexual difference, or even 

anything like a "progressive" regard for women. Perhaps even because of their 

overt dissimilarity, these examples draw into relief an economy of feminine 

exclusion in Pater's texts that goes well beyond his avowed fascination with the 

beautiful, lurid, "cruel-lovely," tragic, pathetic, or heroic women of myth and 

history (Marie Antoinette, Charlotte Corday, Venus, Heloise, the Madonna, 

lVlona Lisa, Helen, Leda, H erodias, Medusa, and so many others) . This economy 

is not easily accounted for by queer readings that analyze how and to what ends 

various forms oferotie (or even non-erotic) same-sex relations operate in Pater's 

tex ts, for its effect is to remove women from that relation a priori. 

Pater demonstrates this logic of exclusion clearly, if briefly, in "Style." It 
occurs in two sentences offered as if offhandedly within his larger effort to 

define precisely what he means by "style": of vvhat sort, in what kind of writing, 

produced by what authors, and for what readers. They appear early in the essay, 

on the heels of an inimitably performative meditation on the virtues of an 

"imaginative prose" - the "special and privileged artistic faculty of the present 

day"- that refuses the shackles of critics who would restrict its generic domain. 2 

Like Pater's beautiful sentence, the "beauties" of such prose, in the hands of 

a duly "specific personality," resist the "narrow" and exceed the "pedestrian." 

Such prose is "an instrument of many stops, meditative, observant, descriptive, 

eloquent, analytic, plaintive, fervid"; it exerts "all the varied charms of poetry" 

and "gives musical value to eve ry syllable" (397). 
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Jus t as he carefully adumbrates the precise form of"cxcellcnce" such prose 

exhibits, so docs he meticulously circumscribe the "specific personality" capable 

of producing and, just as importantly, appreciating it. 111e exceptional subject 

Pater has in mind for his essay is the "literary artist" of non-prosaic prose, and 

this artist is himself, he tells us, 

of necessity a scholar, and in what he proposes ro do will have 
in mind, first of all, the scholar and the scholarly conscience -
the male conscience in this matter, as we must think it, under a 
system of education which still to so large an extent limits real 

scholarship to men. 

Clear enough on first glance, this statement looks like a sturdily laudable 

expression of sensitivity towards the gross inequality afforded women within 

the "system of education" of which Pater himself was a part. Its laconic 

positivism implies this "system" that "limits real scholarship to men" might be 

out of step with its time ("still"). And furthermore its ambiguous imperative 

("as we must think it") subtly suggests that these conditions persist coercively 

and beyond the powers of its observer, Pater, whom we might imagine 

would wish it otherwise:' 

But if Pater's observation manages to make him sound momentarily like 

Virginia Woolf avant la letb"e, a host of other rhetorical peculiarities at work in 

the passage complicate such a reading. Significantly, many of these peculiarities 

serve to establish the very elements of "style" in "Style" that critics would 

likely consider "queer." First, it seems important to notice that Pater makes his 

sociological observation in the course of establishing a set of exclusions that 

allow him, in characteristic fashion, to refine and isolate his precise topic. His 

topic is the "literary artist," who is furthermore a "scholar," who furthermore 

addresses his work to an audience of other scholars (those whom he has "in 

mind"). And not only is the sort of work this writerly scholar "proposes to 

do," addressed specifically to readerly scholars as such, but to a particular 

aspect of said scholars, their "scholarly conscience," which is, moreover, a "male 

conscience," for the reasons I have already outlined above. Thus, not unl ike 

the way he aims to distinguish his "beauty" from idealist abstractions in the 

"Preface" to The Renaissance, here Pater works precisely to define his terms, 
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his topic, and ultimately his method by systematically distinguishing them 

from what they are not. Rhetorically speaking, this statement makes clear 

- regardless of the ethical or political valence we would grant it - that his 

terms, topic, and method are exclusively and emphatically "male." And thus, 

by the binary logic of sexual difference that Pater's sociological appeal actually 

reinforces (for in the real world he references, if not necessarily in his own 

scholarly conscience, there arc on~y men and women), women do not count. 

Indeed, whatever ambiguity exists in thi s sentence is dispelled if not 

necessarily simplified in the next, where Pater describes the self-image of the 

imaginative prose writer in terms of a presupposed relation between a self and 

an ideal, but qualified ideal, other: 

In hi s self-criticism, he supposes a/way.r that sort of reader who will 

go (full of eyes) warily, considerately, though without consideration 

for him, over the ground which the female conscicncc traverses so 

lightly, so amiab ly (emphasis mine). 

1bere is a marked shift in regi$ter in this sentence, which would be hard to 

read as merely descriptive or sociological on the one hand, or rhetorical and 

argumentative on the othcr.1he first sentence excludes women without actually 

naming them, through a series of incremental disqualifica tions that "limit" 

his topic "to men," under sanction of an ambiguous imperative. Whereas 

the first sentence only discreetly refers to that gender that is not male, this 

sentence plainly names it and, in the process, explicitly casts Pater's process of 

elimination in terms of binary sexual difference. As he presents it, Pater does 

not exclude the "female conscience" so much as it disqualifies itself, by lacking 

the capacity for deep, meaningful, privileged aesthetic perception.1hus women 

generally do not qualify to participate in the privileged communion that occurs 

otherwise very spec!fically between certain select writers and readers: only some 

men speaking only to some men. 

In contrast to the fi rst sentence, here the exclusion of"female conscience" 

results from not status or situation, but essence. 1he conscience of women 

treads "lightly," if"amiably" (a stale compliment full of condescension), where 

the conscience of certain deep feeling men treads "warily, considerately." 

'fois perceptive difference is not a matter of institutional "limits" - like being 
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stopped, deep in thought, at the doors of the Oxbridge library - for Pater tells 

us that male and female consciences "traverse" the same "ground." Rather it 

issues from what he "supposes" to be a more bodily, binary difference. Pater's 

faintly monstrous figu re for the keen male conscience, "full of eyes," implies 

that the lesser female conscience lacks the right organs for true aes thetic 

perception. Ult imately, women do no t get it, an asser tion that conforms 

entirely to the assumptions of traditional aes thetics, where women have been 

the second sex since the beginning. Any sociological regret we might read in 

Pater's first sentence is undercut by the all-too-familiar aesthetic stereotype 

offered uncritically in the second. 

That first sentence, which in i tself we migh t read as modern or 

progress ive, anticipa tory of Woolf 's critique, reads in the context of the 

second as far closer to the allegorical figure \l\loolfhas her narrator confront 

at the door of t he Oxbridge library, that "deprecating, silvery, ki ndly 

gentleman, who regret ted in a low voice as he waved me back that ladies 

are only admitted to the library if accompanied by a Fellow of the College 

or furnis hed with a letter of introduct ion." lndeed Pater's cond itions of 

admission see m, if anything, less attainable. His institutional observation 

may be more ambiguous about it s "regret," certainly less officiou s. H is 

exclusion, nonetheless, is just as consequent. Woolf's figure interrup ts her 

musings "on what is style and what is meaning"; Pate r's logic presumes her 

incapable of such musings in the fi rst place. 

Yet as a queer reading would righ tly stress, it is important to read in such 

rhetorical negotiations not just what is left out, but also what is created - not 

just how Pater echoes the orthodox assertions of his day, but also the how he 

subtly arranges and edits them to radically unorthodox effect. A queer reading 

would also emphasize that the in tricate "style" of Pater's prose strains against 

the normative models (here, the model of aesthetic reception between writer 

and reader) it seeks to subvert. And indeed, the series of subtractions Pater 

makes in this passage aim to leave a posi tive value as well. Throughout "Style," 

Pate r draws from and moves beyond \ i\Tordswor th's revolutionary efforts to 

dismantle the normative cultural valuat ions of poetry and prose . "[U]nder 

sanction of Wordsworth," Pater imagines a g reat prose - complementary bur 

by no means identical to W ordsworth's great prosaic poetry - that enables 

some truer and higher form of commun ion, "men speaking to men ." 
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Stefano Evangelista h as recently suggested that, while "Style" has yet to 

be "the object of systematic enquiry from the angle of gender and sexuality," 

it nevertheless calls for one. For its dynamic presentation of the "relationship 

between textuality and sexuality," the essay offers us rich opportunities 

to determine "in what way ... Pater [is] a 'queer' writer."4 Surely Pater's 

"Style" wryly, deliberately, and significantly queers Wordsworth's inclusively 

democratic vision of "men speaking to men." Beyond positively engendering 

\"lordsworth's more gender-neutral "men," of course Pater eroticizes it. For 

Pater stresses that these communing male consciences, sharing their aesthetic 

perceptions through ac ts of writing and reading, are not just "scholars" but 

also "lovers." In fact, in a telling footnote to this discussion, Pater points out 

that there is a considerable legacy of such rarefied prosaic communication, 

a venerable fraternity of "prose-writers" with "that severer beauty in them," 

traced by at least two recent "lover[s]" of them. \"I i thin the footnote, the term 

"lover" appears twice as a synonym for "scholar," but its rn riously convoluted 

syntax seems at pains to con note another meaning to the term as well. In 

both instances, Pater emphatically draws this scholar/lover into the exclusive, 

exclusively male, group he has established above. 

Thus George Saintsbury, who has "succeeded in tracing" this "tradition," 

has produced a useful treatise on the history of English prose. lt is this special 

prose "of which this admirable scholar of our literature is known to be a lover." 

And, Pater tells us, there is another compendium, a "delightful companion" 

to the first, "chosen and ed ited" by yet another "lover": "a younger scholar, 

Mr. Arthur Galton, of New College, Oxford, a lover of our literature at once 

enthu siastic and discreet." Pater's repetition of the noun "a lover" to describe 

these two scholars, and to make the object of their love, twice, "our literature," 

performs yet another subtle rhetorical delineation between those excluded from 

this charmed literary circle and those who belong to it. Thi s fraternity of"male 

consciences" shares a rare scholarly understanding, but also claims collective 

amorous ownership of a shared object, "our literature," a love that elicits a 

series of other, seemingly coded, passions "at once enthusiastic and discreet." 

Pater enlists even the dry work of the anthologist into the elite passions 

excited by this special prose. And even this inclusion, this textual communion 

of prose "lovers" of the present with those of the past, is established by means 

of exclusion as well: the scholarly project of deciding how precisely the works 
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of English prose from "Malory to Macaulay" and "Mandeville to Thackeray" 

are to be "chosen and edited." 

Pater's essay goes on to define every aspect of his favored "style" within this 

same erotically-tinged logic of exclusion, from the elemental level of the letter to 

that of "truth" writ large. His scholar expresses his love of "that finest and most 

intimate form of truth" with proprietary vigilance, by means of"a jealous exclusion 

of what does not really tell" it (411). Similarly, the "lover of words for their own 

sake," seeking the "finer edge" in language down to the "savoursome" monosyllable, 

is not just ascetic and exacting, but indeed "jealous" in his opposition to "the constant 

degradation of language by those who use it carelessly" (400-2). Finally, Pater's 

discussion of Gustave Flaubert, the "martyr of literary style," seems to present the 

apogee of such a lover in all his elite peculiarity. In Pater's rendering, Flaubert may 

address his "love-letters" to a :Madame X, but they express a "leading passion" for 

another: for art, not her (406-7). H er considerable epistolary engagement with 

Flaubert on such weighty matters as art, beauty, and literary taste would arguably 

set her apart from the earlier women Pater summarily dismisses from the ranks of 

true scholarship. evertheless, I would argue that Madame X holds precisely the 

same structural position in Pater's essay as those women who "traverse ... amiably" 

the aesthetic ground that properly belongs to men, among men. Like them, she is 

excluded because she disqualifies herself from aesthetic perception, incapable of 

it and mistaken about its true nature. For she not only wrongly "blend[s]" beauty 

with other lesser things, as Flaubert scoldingly tells her and Pater approvingly 

reports; she also fails to understand that the "exclusiveness of [Flaubert's] literary 

tastes" is tied definitively to "what kind of person" he is "in the mater of love" (410). 

Pater's essay, however, gives his readers ample opportunity to understand just what 

Madame X misses about Flaubert's "odd," finer love, suggestively implying that 

her missing it is, perhaps essentially, the point ( 409). After all, so do "half the 

world" and then some (402). 

University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
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NOTES 

Kevin Ohi, lnnocenu and Rapture: The Erotic Child in Pater, Wilde, James, and Nabokov (New 
York: Palgrave, 2005), 13. 

2 Walter Pacer, "Style," in Walter Pater: Three Major Texts (The Renaissance, Appreciations, and 
Imaginary Portraits) . Ed. William E. Buckler (New York: New York UP, 1986), 396-7. 

3 In Masculine Desire: The Sexual Politics of Victorian A estheticism (North Carolina UP, 1990) 
Richard Dellamora makes the just opposite case, particularly in chapter seven, "Leonardo, Medusa, 
and che Wish to Be Woman" (130-146). For him, Pacer's homosexuality leads by natural extension 
to a discernible feminise sensitivity: "Pacer's awareness of che need for self-affirmation among 
men who desire other men prompts a sensitivity to the need of women co become subjects in their 
own right" (133) . In a more recent essay, "Productive Decadence: 'The Qµe er Comradeship of 
Outlawed Thought': Vernon Lee, Max Nordau, and Oscar Wilde" New Literary History 35 (2005): 
529-546, Dellamora argues in a similar vein chat Vernon Lee, for example, understood herself as 
being fully in included Pater's sexually "dissident" negotiations and chat "male and female cultural 
dissidence in the Victorian fin de siecle were mutually constitutive" (531). 

4 Stefano Evangelista, "Eros and the Text: the Past, Present, and Future of Pater and Gender" 
(conference abstract) The Pater News/et/er 5 1(2006): 23-4. 
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Michael Davis 

The Sexual Position of Walter Pater 

N HIS REMARKABLY CONCISE OVERVIEW of the historical 

rise of the modern gay subject, "Structural Foundations of the Gay 

World," Barry Adam reiterates Jeffrey Weeks' point that "by the mid

nineteenth century, .... the male homosexual subculture at least had characteristics 

not dissimilar to the modern, with recognized cruising places and homosexual 

haunts, ritualized sexual contact and a distinctive argot and 'style,'" adding himself 

that, "By this same time period, the gay world had begun to produce its own 

intelligentsia, which articulated the idea of a homosexual identity ... .In this early 

period of gay self-awareness molded by anti-homosexual environs there is a search 

for a new language and new names to consolidate the homosexual experience."1 

Adam mentions by name Karl Ulrich, who had advanced a third sex theory, and 

who stands in synechdochally for all those others who had contributed to that 

one nosological effort and who had begun others. Adam is quite clear that this 

was a positive gay effort at definition and understanding and not the negative 

effort of the regulatory apparatus privileged by Foucault. Indeed, he seems to be 

speaking directly to Foucault when he writes, "When physicians and jurists began 

to report on homosexuals in the late- nineteenth century, they were observing a 

social formation that had been evolving for more than two centuries." Adam does 

not mention Walter Pater as a member of this "intelligentsia," in large part, to 

be sure, because Adam is a sociologist, but in part also because Walter Pater's 

homosexual "intelligence" was not explicit but rather implicit, not obvious but 

oblique, not in plain view but inconspicuous, and as such, while it might have left 

a sexual impression, especially on the Oxford community in general and on Oscar 

Wilde in particular, it has been left largely unarticulated. 
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There are a number of reasons for this, the first of which has to do with the 

intellectual-historical conditions for the production of same-sex knowledge. If 
the modern, positive inquiry into same-sexuality had been going on for nearly 

two centuries, and Pater's own essay on Winckelmann attests to this, it had 

certainly not acquired either the features or the status of a discipline. There was 

no authorizing philosophy, no established method of investigation, no received 

critical practice, no shared critical vocabulary, and not even a definition of 

the object of inquiry. There was not even a general theory of sexuality - for 

which the world would have to wait another fifty years or so - out of which 

one might develop a more specific theory of same-sexuality. Further, if this 

modern, positive inquiry into same-sexuality had been going on for nearly two 

centuries it was not going on as a part of open, public, dominant intellectual 

discourse, but rather as part of closed, private, marginal discourse. Add together 

the lack of a way of knowing with the lack of an available mechanism for the 

transmission of knowledge and we have extremely difficult epistemological 

conditions for the construction of same-sex knowledge. 

Not only was the construction of same-sex knowledge difficult, 

however, but so also was the communi cation of it to others; not only was 

there an epistemological problem but so also was there a semiotic problem. 

Of course, the epistemological problem contributes to the semiotic one. If 
there was no shared system of signifi cation by which one might begin to 

know an object of inquiry, there was no such system through which one 

might com municate one's knowledge. Further, even if there were such a 

system of signification and communication, it would have to remain closed, 

private, and marginal in order to avoid the censure and punishment of 

various cultural authorities and institutions. 

The conditions for the construction and communication of same-sex 

knowledge were thus very difficult and called for complex solutions. Authorizing 

philosophies would have to be identified, useful philosophical ideas invoked, 

methods of investigation laid out, critical practices described, critical terms 

suggested, the object of inquiry defined - all obliquely. Further, strategies 

of signification would have to be developed, special audiences targeted, and 

esoteric instructions in reading and interpretation delivered. If these complex 

solutions were successful, they reached their specific audience while going 

largely unnoticed by the general population. It is no wonder then that a solution 
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like Pater's should have gone largely unnoticed by the scholarly record. 

In addition to these general theoretical reasons, there are, however, more 

specific practical reasons as well, including both the latency and the vast 

scope of Pater's homosexual intelligence. First, from the start, Pater's ideas are 

developing and continue to develop throughout his career, reaching significant 

points of consolidation in his two major works, The R enaissance and Marius the 

Epicurean, but developing still further in later texts. His is very much a theory 

in constant process and must be understood as such. Although that process is 

constant throughout Pater's career, it is, however, not always consistent and we 

can identify at least three kinds of inconsistency. 

First, Pater is of course a "creative critic," and his effort at constructing 

same-sex knowledge, in my view his most important effort, takes place not 

only in a critical register but also in a· creative one. Thus we need to do the 

work not only of uncovering the critical points but also of unpacking the 

creative ones, not only with the tools ofliterary analysis, but where appropriate 

the tools of art analysis, given that Pater constructs much of his knowledge 

with reference to, and through interpretation of, (mos tly) visual art. Further, 

these registers are by no means separate, but rather overlap, so that we must 

be always ready to engage a range of reading practices wi th a wide variety 

of interpretive tools. 

Second, Pater is sharply self-conscious about the large project in which he 

is involved and equally conscious of the censori ous culture in wh ich he writes. 

While it is a given that Pater is almost always involved in couching his points in 

one way or another, he is also prone to advance points and then later withdraw 

them, as in the most famous example of the "Conclusion" to The R enaissance. 

Third, this self-conscious practice of advancing and withdrawing points 

also seems to occur as an unconscious process of expressing and repressing 

points. That is, while Pater writes under the general conditions of cultural 

repression and therefore under difficult epistemological and semiotic 

conditions, he also writes under the specific conditions of personal repression, 

under difficult psychological conditions. Further, Pater often thematizes these 

very issues in his texts, where he is working out not just a theory but the various 

obstacles to that theory. Thus, while Pater's theory might be in a constant state 

of development, th at development is neither linear nor even. If it resembles 

a line at all, it is the line of a sine-curve - which trope might itself have 
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some special same-sex significance, given Alan Hollinghurst 's recent novel 

The L ine of Beauty - modulating, as I have suggested, between the critical and 

the creative, the conscious and the unconscious, the public and tl!e private, 

the expressive and the repressive, the discursive and the visual, and of course 

between the modern and the Victorian. 

While this liminal nature of Pater's production of same-sex knowledge, 

crossing back and forth across the limen, presents its own general set of reading 

problems, this last example of the Victorian and the modern, presents ·a more 

specific one. If above I foregrounded one aspect of Pater's position in history, 

namely his having been born into a Victorian world at the very moment 

when people were beginning to articulate a positive modern notion of same

sex desire, here I would like to emphasize the other aspect of that position, 

namely his having been largely eclipsed by the figure of O scar Wilde and by 

the modern world that both Pater and Wilde helped to usher in. In The Picture 

of Dorian Gray, Wilde plays out an anxiety of influence with the queer critical 

father, namely Pater, and effectively kills him off and with him Pater's signature 

practice of "picturing theory" as well of course as the picture itself. Wilde 

has Dorian kill off Basil H allward, has a secondary figure unceremoniously 

dismember and burn the body, and then has Dorian again kill Basil's picture. 

If Wilde killed off Pater in this literary way, however, he also killed him off in 

a cultural-historical way. With the trials of Oscar Wilde, the same-sex subjec t 

became both visible, public, and of course punishable. This is partly what Pater 

feared for himself and it is what Foucault rightly describes as the regulatory 

apparatus, here the juridical arm of that apparatus, at work. Once the same-sex 

subject becomes a social category, it can be controlled, policed, imprisoned. 

But Wilde's visibility, including the spectacle of the trials, the punishment, 

and his ignominious death, made of Wilde perhaps the most noticeable figure in 

modern gay culture and therefore the most quickly retrievable by the historical 

project associated with the gay and lesbian liberation movement of the 1970s and 

early 1980s to recover the gay and lesbian past.Just, however, as that historical project 

was beginning to extend to Pater, and there are a handful of essays published in the 

1980s that begin to identify same-sex motifs in Pater, it was largely undermined by 

the advent of postmodern theory in at least two major ways. 

First, while that theory, or th e several theories that comprise it, put into 

question the category of the human subject in general, Foucault 's theory 
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put into question the category of the same-sex subject in particular. Second, 

proceeding from the premise that it was the categorical imperative of the 

social apparatus that led to the specification of the same-sex subject ("the 

homosexual") and to the much-touted heterosexual/homosexual divide at the 

end of the nineteenth century, the new "queer theory" that emerged in the 

early 1990s privileged two new critical practices: first, Foucault having turned 

a critical eye on the operations and machinations of the social- regulatory 

apparatus, the practice of dismantling that apparatus; and second, the practice 

of destabilizing all identity categories as fundamentally pernicious. Within the 

reigning social- theoretical discourse of queer theory, the project of recovering 

Pater and measuring his vast production of same-sex theory was nearly 

impossible. Contemporary queer theory, if indeed it remains a viable critical 

practice, has little to offer Pater studies, unless it is the "alternative" sort of 

queer theory practiced by critics like Leo Bersani and perhaps Tim D ean, both 

of whom know Freud and psychoanalytic theory well enough not to dismiss it 

as merely categorizi ng and pathologizing homosexuality, but rather to deftly 

deploy it as a means of constructing or reconstructing same-sex knowledge.2 

At this particular point in Pater studies, and this will likely change over 

time, psychoanalytic theory has much to offer for several "overdetermined" 

reasons, some of which I mentioned at the beginning. As Pater's idea of same

sex desire, his "queer theory" is latent, developing, and variously suppressed 

and repressed, articulated largely in the "undertext," it requires a reading 

practice that can identify it, trace i t, and begin to interpret it. There are, to 

be sure, a number of such investigative reading practices that delve under 

the surface of the text and that revel in ambiguity ranging from new-critical 

reading practices to deconstruction, which Richard Rorty has characterized 

(or caricatured) as inverted new criticism. Both of these have their value. 

As a creative critic whose primary medium is language, Pater constructs 

meaning with literary devices or tropes which require conventional new

critical literary readings. And as a critic who continually unravels reigning 

ideological structures whether they are the structures of western philosophy or 

of C hristianity, Pater might be read as a deconstructive critic himself and we 

might well locate deconstructive practices throughout Pater's work. But both 

Pater's construction of meaning and his deconstruction of extant structures 

are in the interest finally of giving shape to and liberating the subject of same-
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sexuality. Indeed, if Pater is deconstructing or otherwise destabilizing the 

ideological structures of heteronormativity, then perhaps mainstream queer 

theory might after all have a use in Pater studies. Just as we might locate 

deconstructive practices in Pater, so might we locate a range and number of 

queer subversive practices in Pater, but this depends of course on the prior 

admission of the agency of the same-sex subject, here the same-sex theorist. 

While Pater's primary medium is language, his significant secondary medium 

is art, and similarly, it is important to enlist the available practices of art criticism. 

1here are in addition a number of more esoteric investigative practices that might 

be appropriate here, including perhaps those of cryptography or even those of 

espionage, or, more homeopathically, those of queer experience itself, which, to 

recall the opening gambit here of Jeffrey Weeks by way of Barry Adam, were 

already in place in the mid-nineteenth century "with recognized cruising places 

and homosexual haunts, ritualized sexual contact and a distinctive argot and 

'style."'Thus we might suggest, to take the first example, that cruising might be 

deployed as a reading practice to identify all sorts of coy sexual signals including 

the thematization of cruising practices themselves, which we can identify almost 

everywhere in Pater. Or, to take the second example, we might suggest that Pater 

takes up a particular role, a particular sexual position, and a particular sexual 

practice, within the ritual of "sexual contact. " Of course, the last example of 

"style" might be the most provocative and propitious, given Pater's own emphasis 

on style and given the critical heritage that identifies Pater with style. 1 mean 

to suggest first that Pater's "style" is essentially same-sexual style, making use 

not only of a certain same-sex "argot" but also of same-sexually marked erotic 

cadences. I also mean to suggest as well that the largely heteronormative critical 

heritage fetishizes Pater's style precisely as a way of both misrecognizing and 

recognizing - and here Lacan is useful - the desire of the Other, which brings 

us back to the psychoanalysis with which we began this last line of thought, 

though, of course, with a difference. 

While all these other investigative reading practices are certainly necessary, 

psychoanalysis is the most important, I think, not only for the reasons already 

given, but also because while the modern positive discourse of homosexuality 

emerged in the 1860s and 1870s so did the discourse of psychoanalysis emerge 

at that time or immediately in its wake, not, I would insist, as an antagonistic 

discourse, so much as a mirror discourse, a homologous discourse, sharing 
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not only the exact same epistemological and hermeneutic strategies, and the 

exact same goal, namely the articulation, theorization, and emancipation of 

the subject of desire. Pater and Freud are engaged in the exact same activity, 

something we can see perhaps most clearly in their shared same-sex interest 

in Leonardo da Vinci in general and in the M ona Lisa in particular (Freud 

actually cites Pater in the text) and in the similarity between the genres of 

the im aginary portrait and the case study. The similarities are, however, not 

limited to these examples but are rather fundamental and pervasive. Further, 

psychoanalysis has developed over the last century, in large part through the 

intercession of Lacan, as the most sophisticated tool we have for the analysis 

of the operation of desire, and if Pater's work is about anything it is about 

desire. When that literary-psychoanalytic work of describing the operation of 

that desire in the Paterian corpus is done - insofar as it will ever be done - then 

perhaps Barry Adam and other scholars will tell a different story of the rise of 

the homosexual intelligentsia, a different story of modernity, and a d ifferent 

story even of the theory of desire it produced: the psychoanalytic study of 

Pater just might reveal the queer Other of psychoanalysis and Pater might 

have somethi ng to say no t only about Freud but also about Lacan. 

L e M oyne College 

NO T ES 

1 Barry Adam, "Structural Foundations of the Gay World," Queer Tbeory!Soriology, ed. Steven 
Seidman (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1996), 121-122. 

2 While l do find T im Dean's critical practice u seful and compelling,] remain skepticaJ about 
the wholesale use of Lacan fo r Pater studies. W hile there is no question that Lacan is helpful 
and even indispensable for explicating sexuality, subjectivity and culture, and for reading certain 
aspects of Pater, Pater differs fundamentally from Lacan in subscribing largely to a bodily and 
libidinal model of desire. 
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Thomas A lb 1·echt 

The Queer Poetics of Pater's 

"Leonardo da Vinci" 

S SUGGESTED by Michael Davis's contribution at last summer's 

Pater Conference to the panel on "Gender Critique," a paper 

simply enti tled "Medusa's H ead," the figure of Medusa has become 

somewhat of an emblem (and perhaps also a touchstone) for queer Pater 

studies. In "L eonardo, Medusa, and the Wish to Be Woman," a chapter of 

his important and influential 1990 study Masculine D esire: The Sexual Polit irs 

of Victorian Aestheticism, Richard D ellamora offers a queer interpretation of 

Pater's account in "Leonardo da Vinci" of a painting in the Uffizi entitled Head 

of Medusa, a work Pater attributes to Leonardo and which art hi storians have 

since generally attributed to an unknown seventeenth-century Flemish artist. 

D ellamora's in terpretation proposes that Pater's description highlights both 

male and femal e elements, such as "the head of a woman" and "phallic serpents" 

(139). The motif of hermaphroditism Dellamora finds in Pater's text about 

Medusa then becomes the basis for D ellamora's analysis of a queer sensibility 

he finds in Pater's work more generally. 1 For Dellamora, the Medusa Pater 

describes is at once a masculine object for an explicitly desiring male subject 

and a woman/victim with which the male viewer empathetically identifies 

himself. As such, she functions as "a prophetic metaphor of a transformation 

in social and cultural relations" (140): she enables sexual desire ben;yeen men , 

prompts men to recognize a potential femi ninity within themselves, empowers 

women to assume masculine roles, and conciliates the sexes by dispelling male 

fears of women and of female difference. 

Medusa bears a similarly heavy burden in Michael Davis's conference 

paper, which builds on an earlier article by Davis entitled "Walter Pater's 
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'Latent Intelligence' and the Conception of Qpeer 'Theory,"' published in 

2002 in the edited collection Walter Pater: Transparencies of Desire. In the 

latter essay, Davis proposes that Pater's early writings from "Diaphaneite" to 

"Winckelmann" gradually conceptualize the idea of a queer theory, a theory 

in which critical thought coincides with sexual feelings and acts (including 

and especially sexual feelings and acts between people of the same sex). In the 

paper on "Medusa's Head," he then traces Pater's development of this theory 

further, moving from "Win ckelmann" through "Poems by William M orris" 

to "Leonardo da Vinci," and arguing that Pater's effort to conceive a queer 

theory "issues ultimately in the self-reflexive image of the Medusa, which 

operates as a complex image of the idea of queer theory articulated under the 

psychological and cul tural conditions of repression" (26). H e finds examples 

of the psychological and cultural repression against which Pater articulates his 

theory in the temporary suppression of the "Conclusion" to The Renaissance 

and in the "more restrained criticism" that he says characterizes "Leonardo da 

Vinci." Yet even as he reads the Leonardo essay as evidence of repression, he 

proposes that Pater's "bold idea of a queer theory . . . re-emerges in the text in 

the symptomatic and overdetermined image of the .M edusa, which represents 

simultaneously the process of ideation, the act of castration, the problem of 

visual representation, and the provisional, apotropaic solution to all of these" 

(Davis 26). As in Dellamora's analysis, numerous associations here cluster 

around the image of Medusa, all of them ostensibly in the name of a visibly 

emerging queer theory or sensibility in Pater's text. 

Given the emphasis that Dellamora and Davis both place on Medusa, it 

might be helpful to return to "Leonardo da Vinci" and to consider what Pater 

himself actually has to say about the figure. The discussion of the painting 

occurs late in the section of the essay documenting L eonardo's early years in 

Florence. Pater analyzes Leonardo's art during this period as an "interfusion 

of the extremes of beauty and terror," a combination of "curious beauty" 

and grotesquery, and of an outer stylistic perfection and an inner "seed of 

discontent" (66-67). The analysis culminates in the account of the Medusa 

painting, which to Pater best exemplifies this mixed aesthetic: "All these 

swarming fancies unite in the Medusa of the Uffizii .... The subject has been 

treated in various ways; Leonardo alone cuts to its centre; he alone realises it 

as the head of a corpse, exercising its powers through all the circumstances of 
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death" (68) . From Pater's point of view, Leonardo's unique and original insight 

into his subject-matter is that for the purposes of producing a powerful effect 

on the viewer, the motif of Medusa's decapitated head must be understood and 

be rendered by the artist as itself a kind of Medusa's head: Leonardo "alone 

realises [the subject] as the head of a corpse, exercising its powers th rough 

all the circumstances of death." The power of Leonardo's painting, as Pater 

sees it, lies in its unprecedented realization (in both senses) of its subject as 

a corpse's head and in its appropriation - through that realization - of its 

subject's original power, the power to fascinate and figuratively to petrify the 

viewer (which parallels the literal petrifying power of Medusa's head in the 

myth). The continuity between the powerful subject (as Leonardo realizes it) 

and the powerful painting (as Pater realizes it) is indicated in the pronoun 

"it" in the phrase "exercising its powers," which refers equally to the subject as 

to Leonardo's realization of the subject in the painting. Dellamora and other 

critics have rightly noted an implied parallel in P ater's text between Medusa's 

decapitator Perseus and Leonardo, who "alone cuts to [his subject's] centre," 

but what has been less recognized is t he way Leonardo not only overcomes 

the daunting subject of Medusa's head where lesser artists have failed, just as 

Perseus defeats Medusa where lesser heroes have failed, but in the process also 

transfers the subject's fascinating and petrifying powers to his painting. Thus 

it is the painting - as much as the painting's subject-matter - that exercises 

its powers on the viewer through all the circumstances of death. What enables 

the transfer of power from subject to painting is Leonardo's unique ability as 

an artist to manipulate his subject; in d iscussing Leonardo's portrait of J ohn 

the Baptist, Pater maintains that, "No one ruled over the mere subject in hand 

more entirely than Leonardo, or bent it more dexterously to purely art istic 

ends" (76). The figure of an empowered Leonardo ruling over his subject and 

bending it to his own ends is significant fo r any reading of the passage on the 

Medusa painting, especially any reading that focuses on the implicit parallel 

benveen Leonardo and Perseus. 

'Ilie Medusa painting's appropriation of its subject's Medusa-like powers 

suggests that the painting is for Pater an exemplary work in more ways 

than simply in its thematic juxtapositions of beauty and terror, beauty and 

grotcsquery, and life and death, juxtapositions which Pater claims to find 

throughout Leonardo's work. For Pater, all ofLeonardo's works are potentially 
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a Medusa's head.1hey all potentially have fascinating, petrifying, and repelling 

effects on their viewer and it is in this sense that the Medusa painting is 

truly representative. "It is ... by a certain mystery in his work," Pater writes 

of Leonardo, "that he fascinates, or perhaps half repels" (63). Megan Becker

Leckrone has noted that the words Pater uses to describe two different viewer 

reactions (one by L eonardo's father and one by hi s teacher Verrocchio) to 

Leonardo's art, "astonishment" and "stunned," "share an etymological 

connection to the Old French root 'estoner,' whi ch specifically calls up the 

power Medusa's severed head has to turn men to stone" (361 n.22) . 

Alongside the explicit parallel between Leonardo and Perseus, the passage 

on the Medusa painting introduces a concurrent hut more muted parallel 

between Leonardo and Pater himself. If Leonardo's unique strength as an 

artist lies in recognizing the true nature of his subject's power and in so doing 

transferring that power to his painting, Pater's unique strength as a cri tic in turn 

lies in recognizing the Medusa-like power of Leonardo's art and in so doing 

transferring some of that power to his prose. Pater indeed not only recognizes 

Leonardo's art as a kind of Medusa, but L eonardo himself, as suggested by 

some of the details in his subsequent description of the Medusa painting: 

What may be called the fascination of corruption penetrates in 

every touch its exquisi tely finished beauty . .. . The delicate snakes 
seem literally strangling each other in terrified struggle co ese;ipc 
from the Medusa brain . The hue which violent death always 
brings with ir is in the fea tures; features si ngularly massive and 
grand, as we catch them inverted, in dexterous foreshortening, 

crown fore most, like a great calm scone against which the wave of 

serpents breaks. (68) 

The word "fascination," here associated with the painting's peculiar beauty, 

occurs frequently in Pater's descriptions throughout the essay of Leonardo's 

appearance and personality, fo r instance in sentences like "Leonardo's nature 

had a kind of spell in it. Fascination is always the word descriptive of him" 

(69) and "His type of beauty is so exotic that it fascinates a larger number 

than it delights" (63). In addition, the image of the "delicate snakes" and 

the "wave of serpents" struggling to escape "from the M edusa brain" echo 
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an image Pater gives of Leonardo himself, from whose "overwrought and 

labouring brain" arc delivered "intricate devices of line and colour" and 

"swarming fancies" (66-67). Pater suggests through these analogies that he 

alone has seen and "realised" the famously enigmatic L eonardo for what he 

truly is, a kind of Medusa, just as Leonardo alone has successfully realized 

his difficult subject-matter for what it is. This recognition of Leonardo as a 

Medusa would distinguish Pater from other commentators on Leonardo, to 

many of whom he makes reference in the essay, just as Leonardo's Medusa 

painting distinguishes Leonardo from the other artists who have treated the 

same subject. And it would implicitly endow his prose with a kind of power 

similar to the one he finds in Leonardo's art, suggesting that he too might 

have the strength to bend a given subject to his own artistic ends and to carry 

it beyond the range of its traditional associations. 

Both the identification with Leonardo and the transfer of power from 

Leonardo to Pater are evoked in the figure Pater calls Andrea Salaino, "beloved 

of Leonardo for his curled and waving hair ... and afterwards his favourite pupil 

and servant" (74). Pater writes of this figure, "Of all the interests in living men 

and women which may have filled [Leonardo's] life at Milan, this attachment 

only is recorded. And in return Salaino identified himself so entirely with 

Leonardo, that the picture of St. Anne, in the Louvre, has been attributed 

to him" (74) . 1his brief account of attachment and identification between 

Salaino and Leonardo is also a medium for Pater's own homoeroticism and 

idt.:ntification.2 Just as L eonardo's pupil "identified himself so entirely with 

Leonardo," so implicitly does Pater. Salaino's identification enables him to 

create works that are so much like Leonardo's that they are mistaken for them, 

while Pater's identification enables him to write prose about Leonardo's art 

that takes on aspects of the very powers it describes. This transfer of artistic 

power from Leonardo to Pater, suggested in the explicit transfer of power from 

Leonardo to Salaino, is borne out in Pater's descriptions of Leonardo and of 

the aesthetic critic. "Leonardo da Vinci" famously characterizes Leonardo as 

an artist creati ng art solely for its own sake: "for him, the novel impression 

conveyed, the exquisite effect woven, counted as an end in itself - a perfect 

end" (75). This sentence echoes Pater's description in the "Preface" to The 

Rmaissance of the aesthetic crit ic: "His end is reached when he has disengaged 

that virtue [by which a picture, a landscape, a fair personality in life or in 
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a book, produces a special impression of beauty or pleasure], and noted it" 

(xxx) . The two ends arc complementary and continuous with one another. As 

Leonardo realizes his perfect end in conveying novel impressions and weaving 

exquisite effects, Pater realizes his end in receiving those impressions and then 

disengaging and noting their special virtues. The word "disengage" and related 

words in the "Preface" ("distinguish," "analyze," "separate") have a similar 

function in the description of the aesthetic critic as the words "rule" and "bend" 

in the sentence describing Leonardo's power over his subject- matter. 

L eonardo, "surrounded by his mirrors" (81) up through the last years of 

his life, creates art on the basis of what he finds within himself: "in him this 

solitary culture of beauty seems to have hung upon a kind of self-love ... . Out 

of the secret places of a unique temperament he brought strange blossoms 

and fruits hitherto unknown" (75). His poetics, it seems, is fundamentally 

narcissistic. Pater, on the other hand, has to look outward in o rder to create. 

H e regards Leonardo and Leonardo's work with a gaze that combines desire 

and identification, much as Salaino does. But unlike "Leonardo's usual 

choice of pupils ... men with just enough genius to be capable of initiation 

into his secret, for the sake of which they were ready to efface their own 

individuali ty" (75), Pater preserves and indeed es tablishes his individuality 

by means of his identification with Leonardo. H e is no t effaced . Rather, he 

"becomes something, " much as Goethe does in reading Winckelmann. 

Pater's relationship to Leonardo is similar in its fo rmative qual ity to the 

friendship between Amis and Amile in the essay "Two Early French Stories." 

In that essay, the friendship derives its power and its significance (as an image 

of what Pater calls the human spirit and the free play of human affection) 

from an outer and inner resemblance between the two men: "The fri endship 

of Amis and Amile is deepened by the romantic circumstances of an entire 

personal resemblance between the two heroes, through which they pass for 

each other again and again .. . like an outward token of the inward similitude 

of their souls" (6) . The two heroes, in their outer and inner resemblance, are 

like the paintings of Leonardo and of his pupils, "pass[ing] for each other 

again and again ." I n Pater's account of the story, Amis and Amilc each defines 

himself by means of this resemblance, this identification with the other, what 

A mi le call s "the faith which there is between me and thee" (8), righ t up to the 

story's end when their two coffins are found mysteriou sly placed alongside one 
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another. The definition of oneself by means of a specular double is like Salaino's 

self-definition and Pater's self-definition by means of their identifications 

with Leonardo. And as does the relationship between Leonardo and Salaino, 

the friendship between Amis and Amile has both an explicit homoerotic 

element (at one point, the two are said to lie "in one chamber without other 

companions"3
) and an explicit aesthetic significance: 

With this [outward similitude] is connected, like a second reflcxion 
of that inward similitude, the conceit of two marvellously beautiful 

cups, also exactly like each other - children's cups, of wood, but 

adorned with gold and precious stones. "These two cups, which by 
their resemblance help to bring the friends together at critical 

moments . . . cross and recross very strangely in the narrative, serving 
the two heroes almost like living things, and with that well-known 

effect of a beautiful object, kept constantly before the eye in a story 
or poem, of keeping sensation well awake, and giving a certain air 

of refinement to all the scenes in which it enters. (6) 

The figurative associations between the two men and their two "marvellously 

beautiful" cups "also exactly like each other" suggest that one way Pater reads 

the medieval romance is as an allegory about aesthetic beauty and power. 

Amis and Amilc are on one level figures for ideal artworks, for example 

in the way they perfectly reflect one another, just as the cups, "almost like 

living things," are in turn figures for them . Pater specifically emphasizes 

the power of the animate aesthetic object to arouse sensations and to 

add refinement. And just as do Amis and Amile, the cups de rive their 

power at least partially from their similarity to one ano ther: it is "by 

their resemblance" that they "help bring the friends together at cr itical 

moments." So Pater here identifies masculine identity and aesthetic power 

figuratively with one another, by means of resemblances and identifications 

between men, between artworks, and between men and artworks. 4 In the 

essay on Leonardo, he makes similar associations in discussing Leonardo 

and Salaino, while also inscribing himself and his own works in the circui t 

of identifications and resemblances h e describes . 

James Eli Adams is one commentator on "Leonardo da Vinci" who has 

extended Pater's often noted identification with the person of Leonardo to 
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an identification by Pater of his works with Leonardo's works. H e defines t he 

powerful effect Pater finds in Leonardo's art specifically as a fascination aroused 

in the viewer by Leonardo's mysteriousness, and goes on to argue that a similar 

power also comes to characterize Pater's text: "Pater's technique ... not only 

describes but attempts to reproduce the erotic 'fascination' of Leonardo's art" 

( 450). Just as Leonardo's art seduces and fascinates by means of its secrets, he 

maintains, so does Pater's text by alluding to bu t simultaneously keeping those 

secrets: "Pater's reserve in regard to Leonardo's secrets also encourages the 

reader to respond to Pater's own works in precisely the way that he responds 

to Leonardo's: as a seductive veil to the secret, seeming unfathomable depths 

of an exquisite sensibil ity" (451). Adams reads this transfer of seductive power 

from Leonardo's secretive works to Pater's reserved text as a rhetorical strategy 

on Pater's part, a strategy whose ultimate effect is self-empowerment and self

authorization: "this public withholding of private information works in turn 

to enforce a peculiar authority in the author" (451) .5 He accounts for this 

authority historically, in the cuJtural context of a late Victorian "obsession 

with secrecy and exposure" (450) diagnosed in Michel Foucault's History of 
Sexuality and D. A . Miller's The Novel and the Police, a context in which the 

very act of having and keeping a secret would constitute a socially sanctioned 

form of power, even as it also constitutes a form of social vulnerability.6 Pater 

himself accounts for it figuratively in the image of Medusa's head, a traditional 

paradigm of secrecy, power, fascination, and seduction, and in the parallel 

between Leonardo's realizing and then appropriating the Medusa-like power 

of his subject-matter and his own subsequent realizing and then appropriating 

the Medusa-like power of Leonardo's works. The description of the Medusa 

painting provides a concrete means in the text by wh ich this parallel (and 

especially its significance as a rhetorical means of transferring power from 

Leonardo to Pater) can be demonstrated. 

I n what sense, then, do Pater's poetics as outlined in the above pages 

constitute, as per my title, a queer poetics? Does my reading not desexualize 

the intrinsically sexual image of Medusa, and privilege formal concerns over 

sexual ones? The first step in answering these questions is to note that Medusa 

as she appears in Pater's text is neither a sexual nor a gendered image; Pater 

at no point even mentions Medusa's sex. In order for Richard Dellamora 

and Michael Davis to be able to celebrate Pater's Medusa as a queer emblem 
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in the ways that they do, they first have to project Freud's interpretation of 

Medusa's head as a sexual symbol (which Freud gives in a short essay draft, 

"Medusa's Head," published posthumously in 1940) onto Pater's description 

of the Medusa painting, and then to comment on Pater's text on the basis of 

that interpretation. Only through such a projection is Davis able to analyze 

Pater's l\ll edusa as a representation of"the act of castration" and its "provisional, 

apotropaic solution" (26), or as an image of a dialectical struggle between queer 

ideation and its repression . This holds true for Dellamora's analys is in JV!asculine 

Desire as well. D ellamora does not acknowledge having projected Freud's terms 

onto Pater's text, instead reprimanding Freud for "ideologically" interpreting 

Medusa as the image of a woman terrifying to men, and asserting that Pater 

offers a more emancipating interpretation of M edu sa as an androgynou s 

figure provoking both desire and empathy in male viewers. What he neglects 

to mention is that he can establish Pater's emphasis on androgyny only in 

terms borrowed from Freud's essay, not in terms of Pater's actual text. Pater 

hi mself never sees or describes the Medusa's head in the painting as "the head 

of a woman" (Dellamora 139), unlike Shelley, for example, to whose poetic 

fragment "On the l'v1edusa of Leonardo da Vinci in the Florentine Gallery" 

Pater briefly alludes,7 and unlike Freud, to whom Medusa's sex is the key to 

understanding her symbolic significance. I n order to establish the masculine 

com ponent of the would-be androgynous figure, Dellamora refers to Medusa's 

"ph allic serpents" (139), whereas Pater describes the snakes in the painting 

as "delicate," as a struggling knot, and as a breaking wave. lt is F reud who 

asserts that Medusa's snakes symbolically "replace the penis" (202). Pater does 

describe Medusa's face as a "great calm stone," but this detail can be interpreted 

by D ellamora as a "[sign] of male sexual vigor" (140) only via the symbolic 

equation Freud offers in "Medusa's Head" between being petrified and havi ng 

an erection. The androgyny Dellamora finds in Pater is thus entirely due to his 

unacknowledged application of Freud's analysis to Pater's text. It would seem 

that it is not my reading that desexualizes an originally sexualized M edusa, but 

D ellamora's and Davis's queer interpretations that sexualize a figure which in 

Pater's presentation is repeatedly referred to as "it." 

To make this point about Medusa is not to say that my reading of 

Pater's poetics in "Leonardo da Vinci" precludes a consideration of sexuality 

and homosexuality. As my ti tle would indicate , Pater's poetics and his 
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homosexu ality - as they both appear in his text - arc not distinct entities 

but arc directly implicated in one another in that homoerotic desire and 

identification are the rhetorical means by which Pater establishes his position 

as a critic and artist, while his articulation of that position is in turn also a 

means by which he rhetorically establishes his homosexuality. One example, 

as I have suggested, is the attachments he describes between Amis and Amile 

and between Leonardo and Salaino, in which erotic attractions and aesthetic 

relations each serve by means of pivotal, equivocal words like "resemblance," 

"identification," and "initiation" as a figure for the o ther. This bilateral 

r elationship in "Leonardo da Vinci" between homosexuality and aesthetics 

supports an important general point Jesse Matz makes in his 2001 book 

L iterary I mpressionism and M odernist Aesthetics about queer readings of P ater. 

Matz argues that Pater's theory of aesthetic Impressionism as presented in 

"Diaphaneite" should not be read as a code fo r an underlying homosexual 

desire, as Dellamora, Linda Dowling, and D enis D onoghue have variously 

read it, but rather as an inextricable combination of aesthetic and sexual 

impulses on Pater's part: "It seems more accurate, if less usefully political, to 

believe that in 'Diaphanei te' Pater sought earnestly to express an aesthetic 

ideal, and that it was in fact the greater sincerity o f hi s effort that brought 

the erotic into play - and then to believe that Pater's version of the erotic 

was equally implicated with hi s artistic sense" (71) . Matz's critique of what 

he calls homosexual code theory8 and his reading of Pater 's Impressionism 

as a co-implication of the aesthetic and the erotic are relevant to "Leo nardo 

da Vi nci" because in the latter text too, the aesthetic is not simply a code for 

the erotic, or vice versa. Rather, the text 's erotic and aes thetic elements arc 

mutually constitutive, and not related to one another in terms of depth and 

surface, truth and appearance, or meaning and sign. 

M atz is correct, 1 believe, when he suggests that queer readings of 

Pater should no t limit themselves to reproducing a hermeneutic structure 

that would too invar iably and too unilaterally culminate in th e unveiling of 

a hidden sexuality. "The 'code' theory," he writes, "gives undue prominence 

to sexuality" (71). 9 Just as queer Pater studies no longer feels the need 

simply to establish the presence of homosexuality and homocroticism in 

Pater's life and writings, it should not feel an obligati on to posit P ater's 

sexuality as the ultimate signified of those writings and of their diverse 
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aesthetic, political, social, cultural, and autobiographical concerns . If it 
aspires to be a literary criticism and an attentive reading of Pater's text as 

much as a theorizing, it might instead examine the performative effects of 

the queer forces that ci rculate in Pater's writings. Taking their presence 

and their power as axiomatic, it might think and write about what those 

forces rhetorically do in the text. 

Tulan e U11iver·sity 

N OTE S 

1 On hermaphroditism and androgyny as the basis for queer readings of Pater, see, besides 
Masculine Desire, Dellamora, "l11e Androgynous Body," and Stange. 

2 On the inspiriting and sexual relation between teacher and student in the Greek model of 
paiderastia in Pater's writings, see of course Linda D owling's Hellenism and H omosexuality. 

3 The Renaissance, 7. On the homoeroticism in Pater's account of Amis and A mile, see Dellamora, 
Masculine Desire, 149-54, and "An Essay," 140-45. 

4 In "Diaphaneite," Pater similarly maintains t hat the diaphanous character is "nearly always 
found with a corresponding outward resemblance" (The Renaissance, 156). 

5 For a sympathetic reading in the context of queer theory and a queer politics of Pater's reserve 
as a sign of failure, victimi1.ation , social marginalization, and self-effacement, rather than as a 
means of self-authorization and self- empowerment, see Love. 

6 According to Adams, "Pater's descriptions of [Leonardo's] art ... emulate the strategies of 
self-presentation through which middle-class Victorians laid claim to social authority in daily 
life" (450). Those strategies are in part Pater's reserve and discretion, and in part his intimation 
of a scandalous secret he could expose. In the latter part, his strategy recalls the gesture of the 
homosexual blackmailer: "Pater's criticism ... emulates the blackmailer's technique: he claims our 
interest by intimating his possession of 'strange' and 'sinister' secrets about Leonardo's art (and 
hence the artist) that he never fully discloses" (Adams 450). l11is gesture is socially empowering, 
even as concurrently, Pater's "rhetoric of secrecy and transgression seems designed to excite the 
surveillance of a potential blackmai ler" (450) on Pater himself. 

7 I n his 1819 fragment, Shelley twice refers to Medusa as "a woman's countenance" (Rogers 10). 

8 While he finds the code theory too limiting an approach, Matz takes care to make reference 
to the valuable insights that this theory has offered, in particular in the diligent and conscientious 
work of Linda Dowling. 

9 On this point, cf. also Adams: "But it is important to note that [Pater's] rhetoric of secrecy is 
not inevitably the expressive veil of a specifically homoerotic desire" (454; emphasis Adams's). 
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Vincent A. Lankewish 

Walter Pater, Queer Aesthete: 

Now Playing at Your L ocal High School 

I. Pater Tours Hell's Kitchen, New York, NY 

As a people, we make rules and set standards, so no one gets 'out of 

line.' We believe that if we set rules, we will be able to accomplish 
the 'ideal, beautiful society.' However, this is false . Set standards 
and expectations only drain us from our creativity and true selves. 

We now have to fit a mold, or we're immediately criticized from 
society as a low-life. We are trained to see a specific kind of beauty, 
which doesn't always fit our own standard. Fortunately, some of us 

are able to go against the grain, and conduct for ourselves a personal 
renaissance, to get us to see our own kind of journey and face beauty 
with the naked eye. 

Johnny B., Student, Professional 
Performing Arts School, New York, NY 

HAT COULD WALTER PATER, queer aesthete, possibly have 

to say to high school students studying the performing arts in a 

public school in the Hell's Kitchen section of Manhattan in the year 

2007? The title of this essay, "Walter Pater, Queer Aesthete: Now Playing at 

Your Local High School," gestures toward a possible answer to this question 

in at least two ways. First, it is initially by way of film and theatre that I 

have succeeded in rendering Pater's questioning of aesthetic norms - and 

normality in general - accessible, meaningful, and highly relevant to teenagers 

about to make the transition from secondary school to college. Second, it 
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is through Pater's exquisite conceptualiza tion of "play" that I hope to lead 

students away from their intense preoccupation with futurity and towards a 

greater appreciation of the sensuous, sensual, and decidedly queer pleasures 

that Pater promotes. The passage by which I au thorize my unit in aesthetics 

is, of course, from "The School of Giorgione": "Often such moments are really 

our moments of play, and we are surprised at the unexpected blessedness of 

what may seem our least important part of time; not merely because play is 

in many instances that to which people really apply their own best powers, 

but also because at such times, the stress of our servile, everyday attentiveness 

being relaxed, the happier powers in things without are permitted free passage, 

and have their way with us."1 Yoking together this receptiveness to the world 

at large and my students' experiences of theatre and film as joyful releases from 

their "servile, everyday attentiveness," I attempt to introduce them to and help 

them appreciate the beauty that is difference itself - queer beauty, that is. 

But just how would a film entitled Walter Pater, Queer Aesthete "play" in a 

121h-grade high school classroom in New York City? Experience has taught 

me that the first two paragraphs of Pater's "Conclusion" are too difficult for 

seventeen-year-olds to manage. Rather than risk losing them from the outset, 

I begin by simply presenting Pater's most famous sentence: "To burn always 

with this hard, gem-like flame, to maintain this ecstasy is success in life" (219) . 

I ask my students to reflect on these words and to provide a written response. 

I'll cite just two examples here of student reaction: 

People always talk about passion and fire. Performing gives me my 
fire. I think this quote means that succeeding in life is all about 
having something that you care about. As long as you have something 
to propel that fire, then your life is worthwhile. 'To burn always with 
this hard , gem-like flame ... 'To always be filled with fire and passion 

over something or someone. This is what living is all about. 
Spencer 0. 

To me this quote represents the energy inside us all, that constant 
will that we need in order to succeed. People need to have a life 
spirit and constant energy (ecstasy) in order to ach ieve goals . 

Griselangcl P. 
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Although it is easy for students to devolve into platitudes about 

subjective responses to beauty, their reaction to the remainder of the passage 

elicits more thoughtful engagement with Pater's ideas, his language, and his 

syntax: "Our great failure is to form habits" .... "[H]abit is relative to a 

stereotyped world" (219) . These are expressions that high school students 

comprehend . The next sentence about "strange dyes, strange colours, and 

curious odors, or the work of the artist's hands, or the face of one's friend" 

leads to a discussion of the numbing of our senses in late- twentieth-century 

America and the need to permit Nature and Art to make an impression on 

us, a strange and curious impression. Inevitably, some students see Pater 

as affirming their belief that the only thing that matters is their subjective 

response. Of course, as Carolyn Williams has demonstrated in her analysis 

of the "Conclusion," Pater was not advocating mere "subjectivity," but, 

rather, sought to establish a dialectical relation ship between "subjectivity" 

and "objectivi ty."2 Thus, I call my students' attention to Pater's emphasis on 

scrutinizing the obj ect and the impression that it makes and subsequently 

evaluating that first se nsory experience of the object in relation to subsequent 

experiences. Without using the word, I'm obviously asking them to begin to 

historicize their reactions to beauty. 

This brief initial encounter with Pater's aestheticism creates a context 

for a writing assignment that involves the question of pedagogy itself. After 

explaining Pater's decision to excise the "Conclusion" from the second edition 

of The R enaissance, I ask my class to construct an argument in which they prove 

that Pater's ideas could corrupt young minds and, in turn, a rebuttal of that 

argument. Matthew Kaiser has examined Marius the Epicurean as a "dangerous" 

or "seductive" novel. Kaiser makes an important point that is useful in helping 

me to theorize my commitment to bringing queer Pater into the high school 

classroom. H e notes: "There exist, in Pater's eyes, two educators: one a teacher, 

the other a seducer. The former trains the pupil, imposes virtue from without, 

instills order th rough instruction and prescription."3 Kaiser continues: "The 

[seducer] socializes, too, but by questioning the pupil's set ways, eliciting virtue 

from within the youth and learning alongside him. Socrates, writes Pater, 

'does not propose to teach anything' - instead, he awakens "latent knowledge," 

joins with his youthful partner in exploration, using, in Plato's words, "eyes in 

common"' (193). In a world in which many teachers still want Gradgrindian 
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Facts, still want to teach children nothing but facts, it 's important for me at 

least to keep this distinction between "teacher" and "seducer" clear. 

II. American Beauty as Paterian Cinema 

One means through which I "seduce" my students into embracing Pater's 

queer aesthetic is through Alan Ball 's American Beauty, a fi lm extremely popular 

among teenagers. Indeed, rebellious youths identify strongly with the protagonist 

Lester Burnham and his repudiation of rigidity, homogeneity, and commodity 

culture - the "habits," as it were, of"a stereotyped existence." So, too, do they 

identify with Ricky Fitts, the off-beat teen who lives next door under the law 

of his father, Col. Fitts, and who plays a major role in Lester's "conversion," 

as it were, from an automaton who has been blinded by the American Dream 

to a queer visionary who comes to see the world in all its varied beauty. I ask 

students to evaluate the film's celebration of both transgression and alternative 

forms of beauty in the following essay assignment: 

'1l1ere arc rules in life! You can't go around doing whatever you feel 
like.' Consider Col. Fitts's remarks to his son Ricky with resp ect to 
perceptions of beauty in Alan Ball's American Beauty. 

Johnny B. 

Johnny B., the author of this essay's epigraph, used Lester, who learns to 

break rules with glee, as the springboard for his response to the question: 

For the first t ime in a decade, [Lester Burnham] is truly happy 
in his own skin. H e burns with a 'gem- like flame' (Walter Pater) 

and drives hig her than the skyscrapers of Chicago with his love 
for the world's beauty, especially Angela's. 

Other students offered a range of responses to the task at hand: 

lt is the times that we break the rules that give us the thrill of living .... 

Following the rules is meant to keep people happy, yet ironically, 
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breaking the rules makes us feel the most human and present in 
our own lives than anything. 

Ariana D. 

An interpretation of Col. Fitts' idea of beauty would be that beauty 
is something that must have rules and order. Besides the fact that 
Col. Fitts is a closeted homosexual, he is also a stern, hard, and iU 

tempered man, who hates the strange. H e is a man who doesn't like 
things to stray from the normal, and if something isn't normal to 
him, it isn't beautiful. 

Derrick B. 

Ironically, at the end of the film, the viewer discovers that [Col. 
Fitts] is gay. Once his identity as a homosexual is uncovered, his 

cold behavior becomes explicable. Col. Fitts is ashamed of his 

identity. After being in the Mari nes, his brain is programmed to 
associate homosexuality with intolerable behavior. H e has been 

taught that homosexuality is wrong. Therefore, he punishes himself 

and suppresses his homosexual desires. 

Anna N. 

Such reactions reveal the extent to which high school students can come to 

recognize and value not only shifting conceptions of the beautiful, but also 

the connections between alternative aesthetic standards and everyday li fe. 

III. Sunday in the Park with Pater and Hopkins 

Once we have completed our study of American Beauty, how do I push 

my students to engage further with Pater's ideas and writing? I draw on their 

passion for the performing arts with a screening of Stephen Sondheim's 

Sunday in the Park with George, a musical about Georges Seurat's painting 

Un dimanche apres-midi a /'De de la Grande ]atte. The premise of this stunning 

show is Seurat's composition of La Grande ]atte. Although Seurat's lover, 

Dot, often poses for Seu rat, she lacks concentration and is unable to "see" the 

world around her. Eventually, Dot leaves Georges, despite being pregnant with 

his child, and moves to the Uni ted States with her more "normal" husband. 
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Seurat eventually completes the brilliant canvas, but it is deemed a failure by 

Parisian art critics. The second act is se t in the 1980s in New York. An artist 

named "George" has been told by his grandmother, Marie, that he is the great

grandson of Georges and D ot. But George, who has become disillusioned with 

his own works of art, travels to Paris, h oping to find inspiration. Magically, 

D ot appears to him on La Grande J atte and offers him words of wisdom: 

"Stop worrying if your vision is new, I Let others make that decision, they 

usually do. I You keep moving on." She concludes: "Anything you do, let it 

come from you, then it will be new. Give us more to see." 

Students readily apprehend the musical's Paterian insistence upon the 

refusal of "habit" and, in turn, the creation and appreciation of new form s of 

beauty. Comparing the characters of American Beauty and Sunday in the Park 

with George brings this Paterian principle into greater relief for students: 

George and Dot's relationship is a perfec t paral lel to that of Ricky 

and Jane, as both are relationships that deal with love and educating. 

George and Ricky both teach Dot and Jane about beauty and spark 
something in each of them that a llows them to make discoveries 

about themselves and the world around them. They shift their 
perceptions of beauty and ... rcevaluate the standards fo rced upon 
them by society. 

Jason G. 

George and Ricky are both people who are not part of the norm 
of society. The main difference is that Ricky strives to become part 
of the world and its beauty, while George disappears into his art 

and struggles to understand the people around him .. .. George is 
insulted by the fac t that he is being pressured to paint the basics 
and not go past what is known as the proper technique to painting. 

Jules explains how people get worried that George never paints 
what everyone is used to seeing, and George lashes out explaining, 

' \ .Yhy should I pain t like you or anybody else? I am trying to get 

through to something new.' 
Sharon H. 

With these two popular cinematic and theatrical texts in my students' 

minds, I turn to H opkins's "Pied Beauty" and its own engagement with 
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Pater's queer aesthetic. In the high school classroom, this curtal-sonnet 

initially serves as the basis for a rich lesson in vocabulary, use of the OED, 
and close- reading practices, but the poem also facilitates further inquiry into 

normative and alternative standards of beauty. '"All things counter, original, 

spare, strange' .. . What kind of beauty is Hopkins celebrating here?," I ask 

my students. "If the term 'queer' signifies not simply homosexuality, but 

rather all that resists what scholars Michael Warner and Lauren Berl ant see 

as normative in today's society, then how might 'Pied Beauty' be considered 

a 'queer' poem?"4 Once my students have developed a certain expertise in the 

basics of "queer Pater," I ask them to look at Hopkins's poem through this 

particular interpretive lens: 

The poem 'Pied Beauty,'along with Walter Pater, pinpoints profound 

philosophies of life. Both H opkins and Pater explain how beauty 

is off-beat and unique. H opkins explores the simplistic aspects of 

life that we often overlook. Also, the structure of H opkins"sonnet' 

comes into question, as it does not follow the traditional format or 

meet the requirements of a sonnet, yet the poem is still beautiful 

and supports how beauty is not traditional and 'normal.' 
Eliza B. 

'Pied Beauty' rejoices over what is blemished or irregular .... lt is 

what separates us in this world that makes us beautiful and grants 

us our little piece of recognition. 

Mia K. 

In the poem, 'Pied Beauty,' Hopkins demonstrates the need for 
humans to appreciate beauty in a Paterian fashion. Pater's opinions 

about beauty all primarily deal with looking beyond the surface 

and finding beauty in minor details that may be considered odd or 

unique. H opkins emulates this view of beauty in his description of 

the natural wonders that God has created. 

Justin N. 

'Pied Beauty' is not only speaking of the maculate things in life, 

but as a poem it is also maculate. The way the poem is physically 

set up is very unorganized with no margins. The poem could also 
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be described as freckled with the unnecessary accidentals such as 
commas, accents, parentheses, dashes, and other marks. 

D anielle Z. 

71 

Reading commentary of this caliber is highly satisfying, of course, but it's 

all too easy to forget the realities of teaching in the U.S., particularly in areas, 

both urban and rural, where funding for education is not all that it might be. 

In the summer of 2001, the College Board asked me to conduct a workshop 

on teaching Advanced Placement English Language and Composition for 

the Philadelphia School District. I had run such workshops many times 

before, so I packed up the usual suspects that serve as my models-Ruskin's 

"Of Kings' Treasuries," Woolf's A Room of One's Own, and, of course, Pater's 

"Conclusion. " The vast majority of students who take A.P. English and the 

teachers who teach them are still caucasian, but the group with which I 

would be working for that week were almost all African American. Indeed, 

most were also from inner-city schools that either did not have an A.P. 

program or that once had such a proga rm , but over time phased it out. The 

superintendent of Philadelphia schools wanted to afford students the same 

opportunities as those in wealthier areas. Ruskin played well, as did Woolf, 

but when 1 distributed the "Conclusion" and asked th e teachers to devise a 

lesson plan for this essay, they were not only stumped, but discouraged and 

angry. "There is no way that my students could ever comprehe nd this," one 

teacher announced . I myself felt frustrated. "What can I do to convince 

them of the importance of Pater's ideas?" A little like Fraulein Maria trying 

to teach the Von Trapp children to sing, I said, "Okay, let's start at the very 

beginning. Let's try to identify a point of entry." We agreed that the first 

two paragraphs were not the place to begin. So I asked, "What about a free

writing exercise in which students describe an experience of Beauty?" 

Then the bomb dropped. "You don't understand, Vincent. Our kids don't 

see much Beauty. It's the last thing on their minds. They're walking past 

street corners with crack dealers plying their wares on their way to school. 

Beauty? No!" I remember welling up when I heard this. I suddenly realized 

the privileges that 1 had enjoyed teaching first at a high school in an affluent 

section of northwest New Jersey and then at Penn State University in State 

College, and 1 was humbled. But together we tried to find a ray of light, 
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some way to awaken these students' senses and open their eyes to the world 

around them. "What do they find precious?" I asked. "A pair of Nikes. A new 

pair of Phat - P-H-A-T- red high heels," one teacher responded. And from 

there, we found a place from which to work further. Perhaps Walter Pater, 

Queer Aesthete might not have played so well in this specific situation, but 

nonetheless by the end of the week, most teachers had been convinced that 

Pater had something vital, if not salvific, to say to the young men and women 

in their classes. And perhaps in its own way that discovery represented a 

moment of queerness that Pater might relish. 

1be Prefessionnl Performing Arts School, New York 

NOTES 

l11is essay is for all of my students over the years who have given me the pleasure of sharing with 
them my passion for Pater, but especially for the PPAS seniors in my 2007 Humanities class. 

1 Walter Pater, "The School of Giorgione," The R enaissance: Studies in A rt and Poetry, in Walter 
Paler: Three Major Texts ( The R enaissance, Appreciations and Imaginary Port raits}. Ed. William E. 
Buckler (New York and London: New York UP, 1986), 166. All references to The Renaissance are 
from this edition and are cited parenthetically in the text. 

2 See Carolyn Williams, Transfigured World: Walter Pater's Aesthetic Hisloricism. Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1989. 

3 M atthew Kaiser, "Marius at Oxford: Parerian Pedagogy and the Ethics of Seduction," in Walter 
Paler: T ransparencies of Desire, p. 193. Ed. Laurel Brake, Lesley Higgins, and Carolyn Williams. 
Greensboro, NC: ELT Press, 2002. 

4 See Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, "Sex in Public," Critical Inquiry 24.2 (Winter 1998): 
547-566. 
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REC ENT PUBLI CATIONS 

BRAKE, L AUREL . "VERNON L EE AND THE PATER C IRCLE ." I N VERNON LEE: 

DECADENCE, ETHICS, AESTHETICS. ED. CATHERI NE MAXWELL ANO PATRI CI A 

PuLHAM. HouNDSMI LL: PALGRAVE MACMILLAN, 2006. 40-5 7 . 

Brake describes Vernon Lee's friendship with Pater and their mutual 

involvement in the circle that gathered around Mary Robinson's salon, first 

in Bloomsbury then in Kensington. Focusing particularly on the triangular 

relationship between three families, the Wards, the Parers, and the Robinsons, 

it traces the shockwaves that the publication of Jvliss Brown sent through these 

circles, and the subsequent cooling of her friendsh ip with Pater, which would 

nevertheless survive into the Nineties. Brake goes on to examine the publication 

and reception of three contemporaneous aesthetic bifdu11gsroma11e: Miss Brown, 

Miss Bretherton, and Marius the Epicurean, published within a few months of 

each other in 1884-5. A subsequent textual reading focuses on the ways that 

Marius and Miss Brown project alternatives to marriage, and Brake suggests 

that Pater was more daring than Lee in his depiction of same-sex romantic 

friendship. The t\lVO novels nevertheless share a utopian impulse which critically 

accentuates the corruption of their respective worlds. 

Andrew Eastham 

EVANGELISTA, STEFANO. "VERNON LEE AND THE GENDER OF AESTHETICISM." 

I N VERNON LEE: DECADENCE, ETHlCS, AESTHETJCS. En. CATHERINE MAXWELL 

AND PATRICIA PuLHAM. HouNDSMI L L: PALGRAVE MACMILLAN, 2006. 91-11 r. 

Evangelista describes Pater's central role in Vernon Lee's aesthetic education, 

beginningwith her earlyworkBefcaro (1881).Lee moves away from the historical 

method toward critical impressionism, sensuous response, and formalism, 

supplanting Ruskin's legacy by an insistence on the separation of the ethical 
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and aesthetic spheres. Pater's legacy is a discourse of artistic temperament and 

susceptibility which "deliberately confuses cultural and sexual categories"'(95), 

giving "cultural capi tal" to the sexually perverse, but male homosexuality is 

given a privileged role in his version of aesthetic H ellenism. In her aesthetic 

bildungsroma11, Miss Brown (1884), Lee reconfigures Pater's Hellenist discourse 

of the "sexless" aesthetic subject, demonstrating the containment of her heroine 

Anne within the male aesthete's imaginary sphere. This exemplifies L ee's 

strategy of "writing simultaneously within and against aestheticism" (103), 

but her work from Euphorion (1884) to Renaissance Fancies and Studies (1895) 

demonstrates an increasing ethical turn against Pater's famous works of the 

1870's, reconstructing Pater's later work in her own image. 

Andrew Eastham 

LovE, HEATHER K. "FoRCED Ex1LE: WALTER PATER'S Quu:R MODERNISM." 

I N B AD M oDF:RNJSMS. En. DouGLAS MAo AND REBECCA L. W ALKow 1Tz. 

GREENSBORO: DuKE UP, 2006. 19-43. 

This lucid and always informative essay is written for two audiences. The 

first audience, responding to the provocative title of the book, will be most 

interested in the introduction to Love's essay, which is valuable fo r teasing out 

new approache~ to modernism (how it "gave bad a good name" by privileging 

experimental methods and themes; how its chief proponents "sought to wreck 

the old world in order to make room for the new"). The second audience, 

familiar with Pater's works, will appreciate the way in which she elaborates 

"Pater's investment in fa ilure and victimization" - "recasting his aesthetics of 

failure as a complex response to a particular historical experience of exclusion." 

Furthermore, the essay elucidates how Pater's "politics of refusal" and "sh rinking 

politics" is "a specifically queer response to the experience of social exclusion." 

The summary provided of other "queer" readings of Pater's canon is particularly 

useful. The intentionalism of the essay, however, requires careful consideration. 

As well , Love limits herself to a handful of texts; her argument is not tested, for 

example, in relation to Plato and Platonism. 

L esley Higgins 
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ATARAJAN, UTTARA. "PATER AND THE GENEALOGY OF H ARDv's MODERNITY." 

SEL 46.4 (AUTUMN 2006): 849-86 I. 

Largely by juxtaposing passages by each author, atarajan argues that 

Hardy's Return of the Native draws expressly from Pater's texts, especially 

"Wordsworth," "Leonardo da Vinci," and "Winckelmann." She points to 

evidence from Hardy's Literary Notebooks that "The Myth of Demeter and 

Persephone" exerted a decisive influence on him as well; there, he calls Pater's 

interpretation of the Demeter myth a "revelation" (858). What first seems like 

the novel's eviden t "Wordsworthianism" in fact more closely follows a vision of 

\Vordworth filtered through Pater's specific interpretation of him. for instance, 

the connection Hardy draws between Clym Yeobright 's "consciousness" and 

the "expression of natural things" hews closely to Pater's understanding of 

Wordsworth's "power of seeing life, ... in inanimate things" (851). atarajan 

further argues, perhaps less persuasively, that descriptions of Clym mirror 

Pater's famous description of La Gioconda, though this comparison also marks a 

way in which the two authors diverge, a difference attributed to Hardy's realism 

and, ultimately, pessimism: "The grand mystery of the Renaissance woman is 

shrunk to the mundane reality of the nineteenth-century male" (857). 

M egan Berker-Leckrone 

OXMAN, ELENA. "'A MORE LIBERAL MODE OF LIFE': WALTER PATER AND 

THE VALUES MADE Poss1BLE BY ART." S OUNDINGS 88.r (2005): 71-89 . 

Oxman argues that Pater's aesthetic philosophy holds relevance for the defense 

of the role of ans in education because it "brings to the fore the question of why 

[aesthetic] experiences matter" (73). Towards this purpose, she analyzes Pater's 

values of"receptivity, intensity, resistance to habit, and an embrace of singularity" 

(74) in brief passages from Pater's 1868 review of\!\lilli am Morris's poetry, the 

preface to The Rmaissa11ce, Marius, and "Style." Oxman shows how for Pater 

aesthetic experience necessarily assumes an aspect of passivity as it confronts the 

potentially overwhelming Heraclitean flux revealed by Victorian science. She 

maintains, however, that through that confrontation Pater envisions a new kind 

of subjectivi ty which recovers "a space of agency" in the subject's attention to the 

intensity of particular moments within the flux (77). Oxman argues that though 
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Pater's notion of such an aesthetic freedom is grounded not in transcendental 

categories but in an ongoing discrimination rooted in the body, this subjectivity 

still implies an ethical stance, the affimation of what Pater calls in his essay on 

Winckelmann "a more liberal mode oflife." 

Kit Andrews 

PALENCIK, J osEP H. "BEAUTY IN S1MPLICITY: WALTER PATER AND 

D1APHANEITE.
11 

LlTER.//TURE & AESTflETJCS I 6. I (Ju LY 2006): I 33-143. 

Palencik situates his argument in opposition to what he claims is the continuing 

tendency to consider Pater a confusing and confused "apparent rhapsodist'' 

(134) - though without reference to the past fifteen years of Pater criticism (and 

none to major work before that). Through an analysis of"Diaphaneite" Palencik 

identifies purity, simplicity of purpose, austerity, and effortlessness as essential 

characteristics of aesthetic receptivity for Pater's crystal man. H e goes on to argue 

that beyond aesthetic vision Pater intended his diaphanous type as a moral hero 

whose "life is transformed into the ultimate expression of his inspiration" (139). 

Finally, he offers a reading of"Denys l'Auxerrois" as a portrait of a character whose 

"unburdened consciousness and purity ... exemplify" Pater's crystal man (137). 

Kit Andrew s 

PoTOLSKY,MATTH Ew. " DECADENCE,NATJONALI SM,AND THE Loc1c OF CANON 

FORMATION." MODF.RN LANGUAGF, Q UARTERLY. 67 .2 (JUNE 2006): 2 I 3-244. 

Potolsky examines the politics of literary decadence displayed in Huysman 

and Pater. He argues that the images of aesthetic withdrawal, as well as 

the formation of literary and artistic canons, that are present in these and 

several other 'decadent ' texts can be read as anti-nationalist strategies, which 

promote cosmopolitanism and "posit a transnational and transhistorical 

'decadent subject ' as an alternative to the nineteenth-century ideals of national 

community" (216). He moves from a theoretical mapping of the field to a 

reading of A R ebours, to an analysis of Pater's formation of a hybrid and 

internationalist canon in The Renaissance. 

Stefano Evangelista 
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E SSAYS WITH NOTABLE REFERENCES TO PATER 

CARROLL,JosEPH. "AEsTHET1c1sM, H oMOEROT1c1sM, AND Ctt RJSTI AN Gu1LT JN 

THE PICTURE OF D ORJAN G RAY." PHILOSOPHY AND LITERATURE 29 (2005): 286-304. 

Carroll proposes to read O scar Wilde's novel through the lens of what he 

calls "Darwinian cr iticism" that applies to literary study the "new scientific 

information on human nature"(287). Wilde's "novel is saturated with homoerotic 

sexual feeling" that "derives from the aesthe ticist doctrines of Walter Pater" 

(288). Carroll offers this perspective as being new rather than old because 

it corrects a poststructuralism which, in its "liberationist" effort "to envision 

all homosexual experience in a positive light," has ignored the thematics of 

guil t in Wilde's novel, and in his work and life more generally (288). Pater's 

aestheticism is, for Carroll, the singular source of this guilt - linked as it is 

"in Wilde's own mind" with homosexuali ty ("Pater was himself homosexual") 

- which thus generates much of the novel's dynamic "ambivalence" (292). By 

rehearsing the well-known plot of Dorian, Carroll determines that "Wilde is 

intoxicated by Pater's aes theticism, but his own intuitions tell him that Pater's 

concept of human nature is profoundly false" (302). 

Megan Becka-Leckrone 

EHNENN, ) ILL. "LOOKI NG STRATEGICALLY: FEM I N I ST AND QUEER 

AESTHETICS I N M 1cHAEL F1ELo's S1GHT //ND SONG." VIcroR!/IN PoETRl' 43.1 

(SPR I NG 2005) : 109- 154. 

Ehnenn reads the ekphrastic poems in Sight and Song as "a series of resistant 

readings that critique Victorian ideologies regarding sex, gender, and aesthetics 

from what today might be called fem inis t and queer perspectives" (214). She 

identifies and analyzes five "strategic themes" by which Michael }J.eld assert 

their "queer-feminist aesthetic."1l1e poems create "speaking-spaces for female 

characters and artists' models" (217); call attention to "female elements in 

the periphery of the paintings" (220); "celebrate women's autoeroticism and 

homoerotic bonds" (214); cri tique late Victorian "notions of womanhood and 

sexuality through the figure of the boy" (229); and "code both male and female 

homoerotic love through the figure of Saint Sebastian" (214). Pater's Mona 
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Lisa represents the tradition to which the ekphrases of Michael Field respond, 

the objectifying male gaze that sees La Gioconda not as a real woman, but 

rather as "the repository of masculine fear, desire, and obsession" (218). 

K enneth Daley 

EVANGELI STA, STEFANO. "'LOVERS AND PHILOSOPHERS AT ONCE': AESTHETIC 

PLATON I SM JN THE VICTORIAN F IN DE SIECLE." Y EARBOOK OF ENGUSH STUDIES 

36.2 (2006): 230-44. 

In this magister ia l essay, Evangelista traces the reception of Pla to's dialogues, 

particularly his Symposium and Phaedrus, among influ ential wri ter s of the 

aesthetic movement, including Pater, J ohn Addington Symonds, and O scar 

Wilde. H e persuas ively describes the late-Victorian recept ion of Plato as a 

decisive historical moment in which " the birth of a modern culture" comes 

to see "sexual ity as a site of knowledge," an association that prefigures the 

"concern s and m ethods" of contemporary feminist and "queer" theory (231). 

More specifically, by emphasizing "Plato's mythic concept ion of eros" (which 

E vangelis ta stresses meant male eros, between men) this emergent aesthetic 

Plato nism placed Plato at the foundation of a tradition that "persistently 

connects male love to the hig her forms of culture" (231). Parti cularly useful 

i s E vangclista's account of Benjamin Jowett's ambivalent, even unwitting, 

role in producing the institutional o r intell ectual conditions in wh ich 

"middle- class young men were likely t o 's tumble' across Plato in Victorian 

educational institutions." Of course, Pater's profound engagement with 

Plato and Platonism figures ce ntrally in this intellectual movem ent. His 

"seminal" essay on "Winckelmann," for instance, draws from Phaedrus i n its 

"aesthetic revaluation of the experience of homoeroticism as a fundame ntal 

stage of the intellectual and creative process" (237, 236). Indeed, P ater 

fu ses the aesthe tic and erotic impulses; the best scholar is a "lover and 

philosopher a t once" (238). 
Megan Becker-Leckrone 
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O'GoRMAN, FRANCIS. "'FABULous AND ILLUSIVE': G10RGIONE AND HENRY 

]AMEs's 'THE AsrERN PAPERS' (1888)." HENRY ]AMES REVIEW 27.2 (SPRING 

2006): 175-187. 

The title comes from Pater's 1877 "The School of Giorgione" - "something 

fabulous and illusive has always mingled itself in the brilliancy of Giorgione's 

fame." O'Gorman suggests that the elusive nature of Giorgione's history, 

reflected in late nineteenth-century debate regarding the Venetian painter's 

work and legacy, is an important subtext in James's Venetian tale about a 

critic's quest to recover details of a poet's life. In particular, "The Aspern 

Papers" echoes the "innovative model of authorship" that Pater details in 

"The School of Giorgione," in which the works of other artists function 

as a register of Giorgione's own personality, a mark of his distinctive spirit. 

James's story also reflects the "sexual politics" of Pater's essay, in which the 

painter, historically represented as a heterosexual lover, is brough t "for an 

in stant under a desiring male gaze." 

Kenneth Daley 

DISSERTATIONS 

CA LVERT-f1 NN ,JOHN . "TH E 1NsT1TuT10N OF MooF.RNTSM AND THE D1scouRSE 

OF ClJLTURE: HELLENISM, DECADENCE, AND AUTHORITY FROM WALTER 

PATER To T. s. EuoT (T. E. HuLME, EzRA PouND, OscAR vV1LDE, IRELAND)." 

PH.D. THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 2004. DAI 65.9A (2004): 3379· 

This dissertation rethinks the forces that shaped English literary modernism 

by examining the way writers like Walter Pater, O scar Wilde, T. E. Hulme, 

Ezra Pound, and T. S. Eliot respond to a crisis of literary authority that 

emerges from the nineteenth century through the shifting idea of culture. 

More specifically, Calvert-Finn argues that the formulation and reformulation 

of aesthetic ideas in the early twentieth century is intimately linked to the 

emergence of the anthropological culture idea in the nineteenth century. 

The modems discussed here each, in various ways, attempt to exploit the 

ambiguities of the culture idea in order to reassert the privileged status of 
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the arts. The emergence of anthropology greatly complicated the Victorian 

understanding of both Christianity and Hellenism, which in turn leaves 

aesthetics in need of a new form of legitimation. The modems would look 

upon the culture thesis of anthropology as both an opportunity and a source 

of anxiety. Calvert-Finn reads the aestheticism of Walter Pater as both seeking 

to withdraw from philistine modernity in the name of the cultivation of 

heightened sensibility and embracing the culture idea as a means of saving art 

from subjective imprisonment. 

MAHONEY, KRlSTlN MARY. "APPRECIATJON AND INNOVATJON: HISTORY 

AND EcoNOMics IN LATE-VICTORIAN AESTHETICISM (ALGERNON CHARLES 

SwJNBURE, WALTER PATER, VERNON LEE, FREDERICK RoLFE). " Ptt.D. 

UNIVERSITY OF NoTRE DAME, 2004. DAI 65.7A (zoo4): 2614. 

This dissertation argues that late-Victorian aestheticist authors endeavor to 

theorize a method of operating within consumer culture while at the same 

time refusing the elision of history and ethics and the degeneration of the 

aesthetic they associate with that culture. Mahoney traces a narrative of 

movement toward the center as members of the Aesthetic Movement come to 

believe that a liberatory aesthetic practice must emanate from the center of the 

culture it seeks to save. She identifies the Paterian spectatorship of history, as 

well as Vernon Lee's theory of historicized consumption, as exemplary models 

of ethical m aneuvering within a culture of consumption. 

l'v1 usCAU, FRANCESCA. "FROM ARTIFICIAL ART TO DISSOLUTE BEAUTY: 

THE RE NAISSANCE IN GEORGE EuoT AND \VALTER PATER." PH.D. STATE 

UNIVERSITY OF NEw YoRK AT BUFFALO, 2005 . DAI 66. r 2A (zoos): 43 8 r. 

This dissertation analyses the theoretical impact of the Italian Renaissance in 

George Eliot's Romo/a and \Valter Pater's The Renaissance and Greek Studies. 

Muscau argues that both Eliot and Pater view Italian Renaissance art as 

predominantly ornamental and sensual , emphasizing form over content. The 

sensual element that the Renaissance revival of antiquity endorsed with its 

irreverent Hellenism, and its vision of existence as endlessly tainted by death, 
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intersects with notions of artificiality: art appears dissolute and decadent when 

artificial, i .e. when it revels in the corpse of th e signifier rather than in the 

immateriality of the signified. 

S rnooNs, AMY EuzABETH. " THE CONDITION OF Ivlus1c IN V I CTOR IAN 

L ITERATURE (GEORGE ELIOT, ] OH N KEBLE, ADELAIDE PROCTER, GERARD 

MANLEY HorKJNs, ALGERNON C H AR LES SwJNBURE). " PH.D. UNIVERSITY OF 

VIRGIN I A, 2004. DAI 65 .SA (2004): 3003. 

This dissertation traces the development of ideas of music in Victorian theory 

and literary practice, with an interest in the musicality ofliterary form, content, 

and style. During the nineteenth century, ideas of music were fundamentally 

connected to ideas of language: musical aesthetics drew deeply from 

linguistics and literature. The firs t chapter focuses on two Victorian versions 

of this connection : the musical theory of Herbert Spencer, who proposed that 

music would evolve into a language that everyone could understand, and the 

aesthetics of Walter Pater, who held mu sic as the highest of all arts but had 

to reconcile that idea with the challenges of depicting musical ideas in prose. 

Subsequent chapters explore versions of musicality in the Victorian novel, 

lyric, and epic: strategies for representing music and enabling language to take 

on musical qualities. 
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ISSUE 53 FAL L 2007 

The Pater Newsletter is still actively seeking content for its next issue. 

It accepts for co nsideration articles, reviews, review essays, and notes 

on Walter Pater. Your proposals and queries are welcome and should 

be sent to the editor, Megan Becker-Leckrone (meganb@unlv.nevada. 

edu), or the book review editor, Carolyn Williams (csw1066@aol.com) . 

Submissions via e-mail are encouraged, in Microsoft Word format only, 

please. Formal aspects of manuscripts should follow the prescriptions 

of The MLA Style Manual, S'h edition, and includ e all of the author's 

current contact information. 


